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Abstract
The Advection-Diffusion Equation and the Enhanced Dissipation Effect
for Flows Generated by Hamiltonians
by
Michael Kumaresan
Advisor: Professor Jesenko Vukadinovic
We study the Cauchy problem for the advection-diﬀusion equation when the diﬀusive
parameter ✏ is vanishingly small. We consider two cases - when the underlying flow is a
shear flow, and when the underlying flow is generated by a Hamiltonian. For the former,
we examine the problem on a bounded domain D in two spatial variables with Dirichlet
boundary conditions. After quantizing the system via the Fourier transform in the first
spatial variable, we establish the enhanced-dissipation eﬀect for each mode. For the latter,
we allow for non-degenerate critical points and represent the orbits by points on a Reeb
graph, with vertices representing critical points or connected components of the boundary. A
transformation to action-angle coordinates allows for angle-averaging, which in turn allows
for quantizing in a similar fashion to the shear flow. The resulting system is an eﬀective
diﬀusion equation (trivial quantum number) paired with a countable family of Schrödinger
equations (nontrivial quantum numbers). For the latter, we are able to construct a Lyapunov
functional with enhanced characteristic time scales which are much shorter than the inverse
of the diﬀusivity. We apply tools from non-self-adjoint spectral theory to infer enhanced
rates of dissipation of the semigroup evolution operator, and we show that the solution of
the advection-diﬀusion equation converges to the solution of the eﬀective diﬀusion equation
as the diﬀusive parameter ✏ becomes vanishingly small.
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Chapter 1
On the Advection-Diﬀusion Equation
1.1 Introduction
Fluid dynamics is the subject which concerns the study of the motion of fluids (liquids and
gases) under the action of physical forces. Fluid dynamics has a wide range of applications
such as modeling the flow of petroleum through pipes, the design of aircrafts and predicting
the weather. Therefore it is crucial to have a rigorous mathematical theory for understanding
fluids and their motion. Unfortunately, fluids are extremely diﬃcult to analyze because they
can flow in very complex ways. This is reflected mathematically in the fact that all of our
working models for the dynamics of fluids are formulated in terms of complicated partial
diﬀerential equations that are extremely hard to solve. Perhaps the most famous of these
fluid equations is the Navier-Stokes equation. This equation is ubiquitous in applications
ranging from aeronautical engineering to medical research; however, because the Navier-
Stokes equation is very complicated, the best eﬀorts of mathematicians have resulted in
numerical approximations to the solutions of the equation. But the challenges are not merely
restricted to computation of solutions to the equation. To date, mathematicians have also
been unable to prove existence of solutions to the Navier-Stokes equations for all fluids at
all times; and even when solutions to the equations can be computed, in some situations,
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these solutions lack global regularity and predict strange physical phenomenology. Despite
the immense diﬃculties involved in the study of the Navier-Stokes equation, it still remains
the center of focus in the field. This is likely due to the belief of many in the scientific
community that the solutions of the Navier-Stokes equation capture all the information
needed to understand turbulence - a physical phenomenon that is still not well understood
by physicists or mathematicians.
Of course, there are many other serious and interesting fluid dynamics questions that are
not nearly as diﬃcult as the question of global regularity for the Navier-Stokes equation.
Moreover, solutions to some of these open problems may provide insight into how to tackle
the issues surrounding the Navier-Stokes equation. It goes without saying that it is highly
worthwhile to resolve such problems. In this dissertation, we focus around one such open
problem in the field of fluid dynamics which is unsolved but remains a far more tractable
proposition. This problem centers around the nature of mixing when multiple fluids are
involved. The mixing process is modeled by the linear partial diﬀerential equation
ct + (~u ·r) c = ✏ c (1.1.1)
In this equation, c(t, ~x) is a function of time and space and represents a scalar field, while
~u(t, ~x) is a vector-valued function of time and space representing the velocity of a given fluid
flow. Physically, one can think of the scalar field c as modeling tracer particles. We also
require that the known fluid ~u be incompressible. Such a fluid satisfies the mathematical
condition r · ~u = 0. Physically, this means that if one were to track the evolution of
a particular portion of the fluid in time, then the volume of that portion cannot change
in time. Equation (1.1.1) is known as the advection-diﬀusion equation (also called the
convection-diﬀusion equation), and belongs to the general class of passive-scalar equations.
The advection-diﬀusion equation can be derived directly from the continuity equation
and the prescribed flow ~u. The former is the mathematical statement which describes the
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physical process of transport of a conserved scalar quantity. The continuity equation states
that the rate of change of a scalar field in a control volume is accounted for by both diﬀusion
and flow through the volume as well as internal sources in the volume [17]. More precisely
if ~j is the total flux in the control volume and   is a net source for the scalar field c(t, ~x),
then the continuity equation reads:
@c
@t
+r ·~j =  
Consider our problem of modeling the mixing of a scalar field in a control volume through
which there is a prescribed flow ~u. Then there are two sources of flux of the scalar field
for which we have to give account. First, diﬀusion will lead to diﬀusive flux, and can be
approximated by Fick’s first law:
~jd =  ✏rc
Note that, physically, Fick’s law says that the diﬀusive flux in any part of the volume is
proportional to the local concentration gradient. Second, the overall flow in the volume will
yield advective flux which we model as:
~ja = ~uc
Therefore, the total flux in the stationary control volume is given by:
~j = ~jd +~ja
so that the continuity equation reads
@c
@t
+r · ( ✏rc+ ~uc) =  
Under the assumption that the diﬀusive coeﬃcient is constant, there are no sources or sinks
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in the system, and ~u describes an incompressible flow, we are led to equation (1.1.1).
There are many motivations for studying the advection-diﬀusion equation, of which we
list a few. These motivations are diverse, ranging from the physical to the mathematical and
to the phenomenological.
First, the advection-diﬀusion equation is widely applicable in a variety of physical, chem-
ical and biological processes that involve both dissipation as well as transport by a velocity
field. Examples of such physical processes include the dispersion of a pollutant in the ocean
or the atmosphere, homogenization of fluid mixtures, and evolution of biological systems in
flowing media. Other physical applications of the advection-diﬀusion equation range from
geophysical ocean and climate dynamics to the design of micro-mixers and internal combus-
tion engines.
Second, from a mathematical perspective, the advection-diﬀusion equation contains one
of the simplest examples of a non self-adjoint operator. These operators appear ubiquitously
in the physical sciences. Their counterparts - self-adjoint operators - are very well understood
mathematically. There are several tools that allow mathematicians to analyze self-adjoint
operators comprehensively; but unfortunately these tools do not extend to non self-adjoint
operators, rendering the theory largely incomplete. Thus, the study of the advection-diﬀusion
provides a wonderful avenue for obtaining results that could further the theory of non self-
adjoint operators.
Thirdly, as suggested in the discussion above, the advection-diﬀusion equation may pro-
vide insight into the theory of turbulence. In practical applications, the flow ~u is required to
be physically realizable; that is, ~u ought to be a solution of a system of fluid equations such
as the Stokes equations, Euler equations or the Navier-Stokes equations. There are two basic
flow types: laminar flow and turbulent flow. Smooth and laminar fluids are of great practical
and theoretical importance. Mixing in laminar flows is typical in industrial processes which
involve highly viscous fluids (such as detergents, waxes and polymers). Moreover, in certain
cases, mixing in laminar flows provides mathematical analogies that can be applied to the
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fields of stellar dynamics and quantum decoherence. However, turbulent flow is far more
interesting - and understanding turbulence has largely been an intractable enterprise. This
is where equation (1.1.1) could play a key role. If the scalar field in the advection-diﬀusion
equation is advected by a turbulent flow, the resulting behavior has many parallels with the
behavior of the turbulent flow itself. Mathematically treating the advection-diﬀusion equa-
tion is far simpler than the more diﬃcult problem of understanding turbulence as exhibited
by the solutions of the Navier-Stokes equations [28]. Therefore, the advection-diﬀusion equa-
tion could provide a path for insight into the theory of turbulence for general fluid flows.
But finally, and perhaps most importantly, the advection-diﬀusion equation displays its
own interesting phenomenology that is well worth studying. In fact, equation (1.1.1) derives
its name from the fact that it models two of the most familiar processes in nature - the
homogenization (diﬀusion) of a scalar field and the transport (advection) of a scalar field
due to the flow of a fluid. The two processes work on diﬀerent time-scales independently and
produce diﬀerent eﬀects. The former is responsible for dissipation of the scalar field, while
the latter works to create structures in the scalar field. On the one hand, diﬀusion smoothens
the scalar field out and is responsible for the long-term relaxation of the scalar field towards
equilibrium. On the other hand, advection by the velocity field ~u stretches and folds the
scalar field and sharpens concentration gradients of the field creating spacial patterns. The
interplay between diﬀusion and advection remains an important area of scientific research
in both the physics and mathematics communities. To date, two very important features of
the interaction between the two have been observed:
1. One may suspect that the advection and diﬀusion processes compete against each
other; but, counterintuitively, when operating together, advection is known to speed
up diﬀusion and its mixing eﬀects. In the limit of small diﬀusivity (✏ ⌧ 0), the
advection dominates on short time-scales while the diﬀusion dominates on long time-
scales; but the overall eﬀect of both working together is to significantly force mixing
and reduce the time it takes for the scalar field to relax in the fluid. In the literature,
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this phenomenon is known as enhanced dissipation, relaxation or mixing. We will use
these terms interchangeably.
2. Despite the fact that advection and diﬀusion work together to lead to rapid homog-
enization of the scalar field in the fluid - thereby causing the diﬀusion to dominate,
advection still leaves its mark in the form of persistent spacial patterns. The scien-
tific community has dubbed these persistent patterns caused by the rapid stretching
and folding of the scalar field due to the fluid strange eigenmodes [24]. The strange
eigenmodes are currently not well-understood and despite many eﬀorts to provide a
framework to understand the occurrence of these structures, a rigorous explanation for
their formation is still lacking.
Although a significant amount of eﬀort and work has been dispensed in understanding en-
hanced dissipation and strange eigenmodes, establishing a solid, rigorous mathematical the-
ory for these processes is still an open problem. Some mathematicians even disagree on the
appropriate definition for diﬀusion enhancement, and perhaps the reason for this is that the
picture which emerges when studying the advection-diﬀusion equation is quite intricate and
no single approach can be used to explain the complex phenomenology which arises [30]. It is
this last phenomenological aspect of the problem on which we particularly focus. More pre-
cisely, it is the goal of this dissertation to advance the discussion on the advection-diﬀusion
equation, and in particular, to present results which will contribute to the conversation re-
garding enhanced dissipation. In the subsequent sections, we outline some research that we
hope will provide a broad view of existing results in this field and push forward an attempt
to connect the existing theories.
1.2 Some Historical Background
In order to put the approach of this work in perspective, it is important to review some of
the relevant work in the field that has been done to date. The pioneering work on enhanced
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dissipation was first done in the context of homogenization theory [8, 22, 23] on unbounded
domains and periodic media. It was proved here that the long-term behavior of solutions of
equation (1.1.1) were governed by an eﬀective diﬀusion equation:
vt = A
✏ : rrv
where A✏ is the eﬀective diﬀusivity tensor. It was shown that the eﬀective diﬀusion obeys
various advection-enhanced scaling power laws. Specifically, the eﬀective diﬀusion in a given
direction obeys the scaling power law ✏↵, ↵ 2 [ 1, 1) as ✏ ! 0. In the homogenization
theory literature, the scaling regime ↵ = 12 is commonly referred to as advection-enhanced
diﬀusion; however, the methods employed in this context have had limitations and have not
adequately explained short-term enhancement of diﬀusion [31].
The appropriate context for studying the advection-diﬀusion equation is on compact
manifolds or bounded domains with either Dirichlet or Neumann boundary conditions. This
is precisely where the homogenization techniques fail. An alternative approach to homog-
enization techniques is to associate the mixing properties of the solutions to the advection
diﬀusion equation to the structure of the spectrum of the operator L✏ =  ✏  + u ·r and
to study this spectrum instead. Several authors have used this approach to prove short-
term dissipation enhancement [4, 7, 31]. According to them, the defining characteristic of a
dissipation-enhancing flow is the property that the time scales for mixing are shorter than
the typical diﬀusive time scales TD ⇠ ✏ 1. More precisely, a dissipation-enhancing flow is
one which obeys the following definition:
Definition. Let c(✏) be the solution of the Cauchy problem (1.1.1) along with initial condition
c˚. Furthermore, let D be a manifold and ceq = 0 or ceq = h˚ci in the case of Dirichlet or
Neumann boundary conditions respectively. Then the incompressible time-dependent or
time-independent velocity field u is said to be dissipation-enhancing if for every   > 0 there
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exists ✏( ) > 0 such that for any 0 < ✏ < ✏( ) and k˚ckL2(D) = 1,
  c(✏)(✏ 1, ·)  ceq  L2(D) <  
A particularly interesting case involves bounded domains paired with Dirichlet boundary
conditions. In such a case, the principal eigenvalue of L✏, denoted  ✏0, determines the slow-
est time scale of dissipation. By applying probabilistic methods, Kifer [19,20] studied the
asymptotics of  ✏0 when the operator u ·r has a discrete spectrum, with smooth eigenvalues.
And by applying variational methods, Berestycki et al. [4] were able to prove short-time
dissipation enhancement in the sense of the definition above for a certain class of flows.
Suggestions that the definition of Berestycki et al. was too restrictive were confirmed
by the work of Freidlin, Wentzell and others [9  12]. There are many important physically
realizable flows which do not enhance dissipation according to the definition and yet the mix-
ing properties are helped by the advection of the flow. Freidlin and Wentzell addressed this
in two dimensions for time-independent Hamilton flows on bounded domains with Dirich-
let boundary conditions using probabilistic methods. The authors exploit the equivalence
between equation (1.1.1) and the stochastic diﬀerential equation
dx = u(x)dt+
p
2✏dwt
to prove convergence of the solutions of the advection-diﬀusion equation on diﬀusive time
scales to solutions of an eﬀective diﬀusion equation.
It is important to note that in the cases when the flow is both diﬀusion-enhancing in
the sense of the definition as well as when the Freidlin-Wentzell eﬀective diﬀusion theory
applies, the solutions are predicted to diﬀuse on time scales on the order of ✏ 1; however,
numerical and heuristic simulations had long suggested that the solutions should diﬀuse
on much shorter sublinear time scales T (✏) ⇠ ✏ ⌘, ⌘ 2 [0, 1). In a recent paper (2015),
Vukadinovic et al. [30] were able to confirm this rigorously. They proved that the solutions
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of equation (1.1.1) converge to solutions of the Friedlin-Wentzell eﬀective diﬀusion equation
on short advective time-scales. By using averaging and spectral methods, they were also able
to establish a link between the role of advection in the previous theories described above.
More specifically, Vukadinovic et al. used a transformation to study equation (1.1.1) and the
operator L✏ in action-angle coordinates. This transformation allows the u ·r operator to be
written as a product of a frequency function of the action alone and a derivative in the angle.
After averaging and employing WKB methods in the complex plane, the authors were able to
show that there is an eigenvalue branch emanating from the endpoints and extremum points
of the frequency function. Along each branch, there are sublinear power laws which directly
determine the advective timescales of dissipation of the dominant modes of the solutions of
(1.1.1). If the power of the leading term in the Taylor expansion of the frequency function
about a certain point j is n, then the power scaling law for the eigenvalue branch emanating
from the value !(j) is given by ✏
n
n+2 . Once the scaling laws of the eigenvalues of L✏ are
determined, the authors express the semigroup for the solution of (1.1.1) via a spectral
expansion.
While the methods of Vukadinovic et al. provide sharp estimates for the dissipation-
enhancement, they quickly become cumbersome for flows with complicated geometry. An
alternative approach to showing the enhanced dissipation phenomenon was employed by
Bedrossian and Cote-Zelati [3]. Rather than studying the spectrum of the advection-diﬀusion
operator as Vukadinovic had done, they used tools from functional anlysis to estimate the
pseudospectrum of the operator. They were able to prove estimates on the semigroup of solu-
tions of (1.1.1) by constructing a Lyapunov functional which satisfies a diﬀerential inequality.
This elegant and more modern approach to the problem exploited a clever generalization of
Heisenberg’s inequality and yields estimates similar to the sharp ones established by Vukadi-
novic et al.
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1.3 A Statement of Results
In this dissertation we examine the Cauchy problem for the advection-diﬀusion equation
which reads 8>><>>:
@tc+ (u ·r)c = ✏ c
c(0) = c0
(1.3.1)
We will concentrate on the case where the diﬀusive parameter ✏ is small - since we are
interested in understanding the eﬀect the advection has on increasing the rate of diﬀusion.
We begin by treating the simplest example where u = (!(y), 0) is a shear flow. We
consider the problem on a bounded domain D in two spatial variables. The boundary value
problem (1.3.1) was studied in [3] on the torus (T2) and the channel (T⇥[0, 1]) with Neumann
boundary conditions. Due to the simplicity of the specified flow u, equation (1.3.1) can be
quantized using the Fourier transform in the first spatial variable. The authors exploit this
nice property to establish the enhanced-dissipation eﬀect of the advection-diﬀusion equation
in such a case. Rather than imposing Neumann boundary conditions, we instead impose
Dirichlet boundary conditions to the problem. We modify the approach taken in [3] to
handle this more diﬃcult case, and we prove the enhanced dissipation eﬀect for the advection-
diﬀusion equation in this scenario. More precisely, in Chapter 2 we establish the following
result for the evolution semigroup of (1.3.1) under Dirichlet boundary conditions:
Theorem. Let L✏ be the operator L✏ =  ✏@yy + i!, N be the maximal order of vanishing of
!0 and r = N+1N+3 . Then there exist constants 0 < ⇢⌧ 1, 0 < ⌧ 1 and M > 0 independent
of ✏ such that for every 0 < ✏ <  and  ✏ = ✏r,
  e L✏t  
L2!L2 Me ⇢ ˜✏t, t   0
where
 ˜✏ =
 ✏
(1 + log(✏ 1))2
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We then study (1.3.1) in the case where the pre-defined flow u is specified by a Hamil-
tonian. More precisely, we have u = r ⇥ H(x, y) where r⇥ = (@y, @x). In this case,
H 2 C2(D¯). The case where D ⇢ R2 is an annular region bounded by Jordan curves was
studied in detail in [30]. We extend those results to a larger class of Hamiltonians H that
may possess non-degenerate critical points which may include elliptic extremum points or
hyperbolic saddle points. We begin by representing the orbits adjacent to critical points by a
Reeb graph. On each connected portion of the graph, we make a coordinate transformation
to action-angle coordinates. This transformation allows for averaging, which in turn allows
us to solve (1.3.1) using separation of variables. By applying the Fourier transform in the
angle coordinate, we turn (1.3.1) into an eﬀective diﬀusion equation paired with a countable
family of Schrödinger equations. The geometry of the system requires the use of Dirichlet
boundary conditions at the critical points. Therefore, for each of these modes, we are able to
establish enhanced rates of dissipation of the semigroup evolution operator using the ideas
of Chapter 2. More precisely, in Chapter 3, we show:
Theorem. Let L✏ be the operator L✏ =  ✏ ( fJ)J + i!, N be the maximal order of vanishing
of !0 and r = N+1N+3 . Then there exist constants 0 < ⇢⌧ 1, 0 < ⌧ 1 andM > 0 independent
of ✏ such that for every 0 < ✏ < ,
  e L✏t  
L2!L2 Me ⇢ ˜✏t, t   0
where
 ˜✏ =
 ✏
(1 + log(✏ 1))2
The two aforementioned theorems are the precise statement of the enhanced-dissipation
eﬀect caused by the shear flow and Hamiltonian flow respectively. “While the natural dis-
sipation time-scale is that of the heat equation [O(✏ 1)], the mixing due to the shear [and
Hamiltonian] flow induces a faster time-scale [O(✏ p), p 2 (0, 1)] at which the L2 density is
dissipated” [3]. The enhanced dissipation eﬀect has been studied extensively in the mathe-
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matics and physics literature, and has had various important applications - including in the
study of the Navier-Stokes equations.
Finally, we show in Chapter 4 that the solution of the advection-diﬀusion equation (1.3.1)
converges to the solution of an eﬀective diﬀusion equation at the enhanced time scales in the
limit as the diﬀusive parameter ✏ becomes infinitesimal. More precisely, we have:
Theorem. Suppose the assumptions of the previous theorems are satisfied, c(✏) is the solution
to the advection-diﬀusion equation, and v¯ is the solution to the eﬀective diﬀusion equation
with initial data c(✏)(0) = v¯(0) = v0. Furthermore, let N be the maximal order of vanishing
of !0 and r = N+1N+3 . Finally, let 0 < r1 <
7
6 +
1
N+3   32r and T✏ ⌧ ✏ r1 as ✏ ! 0. Then for
an initial datum v0 2 C1 ([y , y+]),
lim
✏!0
  c(✏)(T✏)  v¯(✏T✏)  L2 = 0
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Chapter 2
On Shear Flows with Dirichlet Boundary
Conditions
Before we consider the advection-diﬀusion equation in a more general setting, we begin by
analyzing the decay and regularization properties of the evolution semigroup in the simpler
case in which the scalar field is advected by a shear flow and dissipated by full or partial
diﬀusion. More precisely, we consider the regularization properties of the linear evolution
semigroup S✏(t) : L2(D)! L2(D) generated by the equation8>><>>:
@tc+ !(y)@xc = ✏ c
c(0, x, y) = c0
(2.0.1)
and its hypoelliptic counterpart
8>><>>:
@tc+ !(y)@xc = ✏@yyc
c(0, x, y) = c0
(2.0.2)
We assume that the flow u = (!(y), 0) is a shear flow with ! : [0, 1]! R smooth. Moreover,
we take the domain to be the channel D = T⇥ [0, 1] and we impose the Dirichlet boundary
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conditions c(t, x, 0) = c(t, x, 1) = 0. We follow the approach of [3] closely. They treated a
similar case when D = T2, but applied Neumann conditions at the boundary. We modify
their approach to obtain results in the case of Dirichlet boundary conditions.
2.1 The Energy Equality
We expand the solution of the equations above as
c(t, x, y) =
X
m 6=0
cˆk(t, y)e
imx
Then the equations can be quantized by taking a Fourier transform in the variable x yielding
@tcˆm = ✏
⇥ |m|2 + @yy⇤ cˆm + im!cˆm, y 2 [0, 1], m 2 Z
and
@tcˆm = ✏@yy cˆm + im!cˆm, y 2 [0, 1], m 2 Z
Notice that both equations decouple in m so that we can analyze each frequency separately.
For the sake of simplicity, we will consider the latter hypoelliptic case. Furthermore, we
denote by L2 the space of Lebesgue square integrable y-dependent functions on T with inner
product
hf, gi =
ˆ
T
f(y)g(y)dy
and norm
kfk =
ˆ
T
|f(y)|2dy
  1
2
Let f = cˆ1 be the equation for the first nontrivial quantum number. Then f satisfies the
Schrödinger equation with an imaginary potential
@tf = ✏@yyf + i!f (2.1.1)
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subject to the Dirichlet boundary conditions f(0) = f(1) = 0. We can obtain an initial
energy estimate by multiplying the previous equation in L2 by f . This gives
1
2
d
dt
kfk2 = Re h@tf, fi =  ✏ k@yfk2
Applying the Poincaré inequality yields the decay estimate
kf(t)k2  e 2✏ 1tkf(0)k2
where  1 is the principal eigenvalue for the negative second derivative operator subject to
Dirichlet boundary conditions.
2.2 A Lyapunov Functional
The main idea in [3] was to construct a Lyapunov functional   that is comparable to the
H1-norm and possesses a shorter characteristic time scale for decay than that for the energy
1
2kfk2L2 . We follow their construction of the functional; however, we modify it substantially
to account for the Dirichlet boundary conditions. Whereas [3] presents a detailed analysis of
the general case for ! possessing many critical points, for the sake of clarity and simplicity,
we assume that ! has exactly one critical point y¯ 2 (0, 1). Note that the derivative of ! may
vanish at the boundary points.
Let j1, j2, j3 be the order of vanishing of !0 at the points 0, y¯, 1 respectively. In the
case where !0 does not vanish, assign the value zero there. Furthermore, let j0 = 0 and
N = maxi ji. Finally, let C0   1 and ✏0 ⌧ 1 be a large and suﬃciently small absolute
constants independent of ✏.
Similar to [3], we construct a partition of unity by defining the functions ⇢,  and   as
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follows. Let
⇢(z) =
8>><>>:
exp
  1z  , z > 0
0, z  0
 (z) =
⇢(z)
(⇢(z) + ⇢(1  z))
 (z) =  (z + 2) (2  z)
One can check that   2 C1(R),  (z) = 1 for |z|  1 and  (z) = 0 for |z|   2.
Choose   = 18 min{y¯, 1  y¯} and define
 1(y) =  
⇣y
 
⌘
 2(y) =  
✓
y   y¯
 
◆
 3(y) =  
✓
y   1
 
◆
 o = 1 
X
i
 i
so that { i}3i=0 forms a partition of unity. We will use the following important result.
Lemma 2.1. For every ⇣ 2 (0, 1), there exists a constant C⇣ > 0 such that
| 0j(y)|  C⇣ | j(y)|1 ⇣ 8j = 0, 1, 2, 3
Proof. We begin by checking the result for ⇢(z). Fix ⇣ 2 (0, 1) and take z 2 (0, 1). We would
like to establish the inequality
1
z2
e 
1
z  C⇣e  1z (1 ⇣)
which is equivalent to proving 1z2  C⇣e
⇣
z Use the fact that ex   xnn! 8n to observe that
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e
⇣
z   (
⇣
z )
2
2! =
⇣2
2z2 . The result then follows by choosing C⇣ =
2
⇣2 . Now since
 0(z) =

1
z2
+
1
(1  z)2
 
 (z) (1  z) =  0(1  z)
and  (z) ⇠ ⇢(z) for z close to the origin, the result holds for  as well. Finally, since   is
defined in terms of  in a piecewise fashion the estimate also extends to   and therefore to
each  i.
For i = 0, 1, 2, 3, we can define the functions
↵i(y) = ai✏
2
ji+3 i(y)
 i(y) = bi✏
1 ji
ji+3 i(y)
 i(y) = ci✏
2ji
ji+3 i(y)
with constants 0 < ai ⌧ 1, 0 < bi ⌧ 1 and 0 < ci ⌧ 1 independent of ✏ to be determined
later. Furthermore let
↵ =
3X
i=0
↵i
  =
3X
i=0
 i
  =
3X
i=0
 i
Lemma 2.1 applies to these functions so that the functions ↵
0
ip
↵i
,  
0
ip
 i
and  
0
ip
 i
are continuous
with the same support as  0i.
For the final set of definitions, we define the following functions which will handle the
Dirichlet boundary conditions that we are considering. Let
g1(y) =
f(y)
y
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h1(y) = g1(y)  fy(y) =  yg1y(y)
Similarly, let
g3(y) =
f(y)
y   1
h3(y) = g3(y)  fy(y) =  (y   1)g3y(y)
These functions satisfy the relation
fyy = yg
1
yy + 2g
1
y = (y   1)g3yy + 2g3y
Finally, we introduce the Lyapunov functional constructed in terms of all of aforemen-
tioned functions:
 (t) = kp↵0fyk2 + kp↵1h1k2 + kp↵2fyk2 + kp↵3h3k2 + kfk2  2Re hi !0f, fyi+ kp !0fk2
2.3 An Upper and Lower Bound for  
To show that the Lyapunov functional  (t) is bounded from above in the H1-norm, we
will make use of the following crucial lemma. This result makes use of the Hardy integral
inequality:     f(x)x
    2  4k@xf(x)k2, f(0) = 0
Lemma 2.2. There exists a constant C0 > 0 so that for i = 1, 3, the following inequality
holds:   p↵ihi  2  18 kp↵ifyk2 + C0ai✏ 2ji+3 kfk2
Proof. By the triangle inequality applied to hi = gi   fy, we have
  p↵ihi      p↵igi  + kp↵ifyk
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By Hardy’s inequality, we have
  p↵igi    2 k@y (p↵if)k       ↵0ip↵if
    + 2 kp↵ifyk
Hence   p↵ihi    3 kp↵ifyk+      ↵0ip↵if
    
Applying the inequality (a+ b)2  2a2 + 2b2, we obtain
  p↵ihi  2  18 kp↵ifyk2 + 2      ↵0ip↵if
    2
so that the desired inequality follows by applying Lemma 2.1.
Proposition 2.3. Let b2i  18aici, i = 0, 1, 2, 3. Then there exists a positive ✏0 ⌧ 1 so that
for all 0 < ✏  ✏0 the functional   =  (✏) satisfies
  . kfyk2 + kfk2 + ✏  2NN+3 k!0fk2
Proof. Using b2i  18aici along with the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality and convexity, we have
for i = 0, 2:
 2Re hi i!0f, fyi  2
      ip↵i!0f
     kp↵ifyk
 1
2
kp↵ifyk2 + 4
      ip↵i!0f
    2
 1
2
kp↵ifyk2 + 1
2
kp i!0fk2
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Similarly, since hi = fy   fy, for i = 1, 3, one has:
 2Re hi i!0f, fyi =  2Re
⌦
i i!
0f, hi
↵
 2
      ip↵i!0f
       p↵ihi  
 1
2
  p↵ihi  2 + 4       ip↵i!0f
    2
 1
2
  p↵ihi  2 + 1
2
kp i!0fk2
Hence,
   kfk2  3
2
⇣
kp↵0fyk2 +
  p↵1h1  2 + kp↵2fyk2 +   p↵3h3  2 + kp !0fk2⌘
So applying Lemma 2.2 yields
   kfk2  27   p↵fy  2 + 3X
i
     ↵0ip↵if
    2 + 32 kp !0fk2
Finally, observe that there is a positive ✏0 ⌧ 1 so that for all 0 < ✏  ✏0
X
i
     ↵0ip↵if
    2  ✏ 2ji+3 X
i
ai
      0ip if
    2  ✏ 2N+3 kfk2
so that the desired result follows.
Remark. To obtain a lower bound for  , notice that the estimates for the term involving  
may be used to bound   from below:
1
2
⇣
kp↵0fyk2 +
  p↵1h1  2 + kp↵2fyk2 +   p↵3h3  2 + kp !0fk2⌘     kfk2
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2.4 Stronger Decay Estimates
We would like to obtain a better decay estimate than what we previously observed in the
energy inequality above. More precisely, we would like to prove an inequality of the form
d
dt
    C✏r 
for some absolute constant C > 0 and r = N+1N+3 2 (0, 1). Recall that
 (t) = kp↵0fyk2 + kp↵1h1k2 + kp↵2fyk2 + kp↵3h3k2 + kfk2  2Re hi !0f, fyi+ kp !0fk2
and so we will diﬀerentiate and estimate term by term.
We begin with the terms involving ↵. First, diﬀerentiate the Schrödinger equation (2.1.1)
with respect to y to obtain
@ytf = ✏@yyyf + i!
0f + i!@yf (2.4.1)
Using the fact that ↵i(0) = ↵i(1) = 0, for i = 0, 2, scalar multiplication of (2.4.1) by ↵ify in
L2 gives
1
2
d
dt
kp↵ifyk2 = Re hfty,↵ifyi
=  ✏ kp↵ifyyk2   ✏Re h↵0ify, fyyi+ Re hi↵i!0f, fyi
   ✏
2
kp↵ifyyk2 + C0✏
     ↵0ip↵ify
    2 + Re hi↵i!0f, fyi
Now observe that ↵1(1) = ↵3(0) = 0 and h1(0) = h3(1) = 0. Furthermore, we have
g1t = ✏g
1
yy + 2✏
g1y
y
+ i!g1
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so that subtracting this from (2.4.1) yields
h1t = ✏h
1
yy + 2✏
g1y
y
+ i!h1   i!0f
Therefore for i = 1, 3, scalar multiplication in L2 by ↵1h1 and integration by parts yields
1
2
d
dt
  p↵1h1  2 = ✏Re ⌦h1yy,↵1h1↵+ 2✏Re⌧g1yy ,↵1h1
 
+ Re
⌦
i!h1,↵1h
1
↵  Re ⌦i!0f,↵1h1↵
=  ✏
⇣  p↵1h1y  2 + 2   p↵1g1y  2⌘  ✏Re ⌦h1y,↵01h1↵+ Re hi!0f,↵1fyi
Thus
1
2
d
dt
  p↵1h1  2    ✏
2
  p↵1h1y  2   2✏   p↵1g1y  2
+ C0✏
      ↵01p↵1fy
    2 +      ↵01p↵1 g1
    2
!
+ Re hi↵1!0f, fyi
By a similar argument, we obtain
1
2
d
dt
  p↵3h3  2    ✏
2
  p↵3h3y  2   2✏   p↵3g3y  2
+ C0✏
      ↵03p↵3fy
    2 +      ↵03p↵3 g3
    2
!
+ Re hi↵3!0f, fyi
For the term containing  , we introduce the convenient notation v =  i!0. By integration
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by parts, we have
d
dt
hivf, fyi = hivft, fyi+ hivf, fyti
= hiv (✏fyy + i!f) , fyi+ hivf, ✏fyyy + i!0f + i!fyi
= ✏ (hivfyy, fyi+ hivf, fyyyi) + h i!0f,!0fi
= ✏ (hivfyy, fyi   hiv0f, fyyi   hivfy, fyyi) + h i!0f,!0fi
= ✏ (2Re hivfyy, fyi+ hiv00f, fyi+ hiv0fy, fyi+ h i!0f,!0fi)
Setting b2i  14C0aici, we obtain for i = 0, 2:
d
dt
[ Re hi i!0f, fyi] =  ✏
 
2Re hi i!0fyy, fyi+ Re
⌦
i ( i!
0)00 f, fy
↵      p i!0f   2
 ✏
4
kp↵ifyyk2 + C0✏
      ip↵i!0fy
    2   ✏Re ⌦i ( i!0)00 f, fy↵     p i!0f   2
 ✏
4
⇣
kp↵ifyyk2 + kp i!0fyk2
⌘
  ✏Re ⌦i ( i!0)00 f, fy↵     p i!0f   2
and for i = 1, 3:
d
dt
[ Re hi i!0f, fyi] =  ✏
 
2Re
⌦
i i!
0  giy   hiy  , fy↵+ Re ⌦i ( i!0)00 f, fy↵      p i!0f   2
 ✏
4
⇣  p↵igiy  2 +   p↵ihiy  2⌘+ C0✏       ip↵i!0fy
    2
  ✏Re ⌦i ( i!0)00 f, fy↵     p i!0f   2
 ✏
4
⇣  p↵igiy  2 +   p↵ihiy  2 + kp i!0fyk2⌘
  ✏Re ⌦i ( i!0)00 f, fy↵     p i!0f   2
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Combining both the inequalities gives
d
dt
[ Re hi !0f, fyi]  ✏
4
 X
i even
kp↵ifyyk2 +
X
i even
⇣  p↵ihiy  2 +   p↵igiy  2⌘+ kp !0fyk2
!
  ✏Re ⌦i ( i!0)00 f, fy↵     p i!0f   2
Finally, by applying the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality we arrive at
d
dt
[ Re hi !0f, fyi]  ✏
4
 X
i even
kp↵ifyyk2 +
X
i even
⇣  p↵ihiy  2 +   p↵igiy  2⌘
!
+
✏
4
kp !0fyk2 + ✏
4
kfyk2 + C0✏
  ( !0)00 f  2      p !0f   2
For the last term involving  , we multiply (2.1.1) by   (!0)2 f in L2 to obtain the inequality
1
2
d
dt
kp !0fk2 =  ✏ kp !0fyk2   2✏Re h !0!00f, fyi   ✏
D
 0 (!0)2 f, fy
E
   ✏
2
kp !0fyk2 + C0✏
 
kp !00fk2 +
      0p !0f
    2
!
To control the various terms that have arisen in the previous computations, we will need
three kinds of estimates, which we call spectral gap estimates, primary term estimates and
technical term estimates. We outline these estimates in turn.
2.5 Spectral Gap Estimates
In this section we prove two important inequalities which we will call the local spectral gap
estimate and the global spectral gap estimate respectively.
Proposition 2.4. With !, ji and  i defined above, for any 0 < ✏  ✏0 and measurable
function f : [0, 1]! C, we have for i = 0, 1, 2, 3:
✏
ji
ji+1 kfik2 . ✏ k@yfik2 + k!0fik2 (2.5.1)
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where fi = f
p
 i.
Proof. For the i = 0 case, on  0, !0 is bounded below by some positive number, and therefore
we immediately have
✏ k@yf0k2 + k!0f0k2 & kf0k2
For i   1, it follows from the disjointness of the supports of the  i for i > 0 that we have
the following equality
✏ k@yfik2 + k!0fik2 =
X
i
✏ k@yfik2 + k!0fik2 (2.5.2)
Therefore to prove the result, we have to prove the inequality for each i. To that end, let
y¯i be the critical point with order of vanishing ji in the support of  i. Then by Taylor’s
theorem around y¯i, we have
(!0(y))2   c2i (y   y¯i)2ji
Now consider the operator L =  @zz+c2i z2ji . This is an unbounded operator on L2(R). To see
this, consider a sequence of unit-norm functions {fn} satisfying L(fn) = nfn. Then if gn =
kfnk, we have that kgnk = 1 but kL(gn)k = n, so that the operator is unbounded. Of course,
the sequence {fn} is none other than the well-known Hermite polynomials. Furthermore, the
operator L has compact inverse, and so by standard spectral theory1 we have the spectral
gap inequality
k@zgk2 + c2i
  zig  2   biji kgk2
To finish the proof, rescale as follows:
(y   y¯i) =   1z
g(z) = fi( 
 1z + y¯i)
1See for example Reed and Simon, Methods of Functional Analysis.
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Then we have
  2 k@yfik2 +  2ji
  ci(y   y¯i)jifi  2   biji kfik2
 2ji
⇣
  2 2ji k@yfik2 +  2ji
  ci(y   y¯i)jifi  2⌘   biji kfik2
If we choose ✏ =   2 2ji , then we get the estimate
✏ k@yfik2 +
  ci(y   y¯i)jifi     biji✏ jiji+1 kfik2
The desired inequality now follows from (2.5.2).
Proposition 2.5. Suppose the conditions of Proposition 2.4 are satisfied, then the following
estimate holds:
✏
N
N+1 kfk2 . ✏ k@yfk2 + k!0fk2 (2.5.3)
Proof. Since @yfi = @yf
p
 i + f@y
p
 i, we have by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality and
convexity,
k@yfik2 =
   @yfp i   2 +    f@yp i   2 + 2ReDf@yp i, @yfp iE

   @yfp i   2 +    f@yp i   2 +    @yfp i   2 +    f@yp i   2
= 2
   @yfp i   2 + 2    f@yp i   2
Thus
X
i
k@yfik2 = 2 kfyk2 + 2
X
i
   f@yp i   2
 2 kfyk2 + 2C kfk2
where we have found the constant C by using the fact that the  i form a partition of unity.
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Using the computation above, we have
✏ k@yfk+ k!0fk2  
X
i
✓
1
2
✏ k@yfik2 + k!0fik2
◆
  C✏ kfk2
So by Proposition 2.4, we can find another constant c such that
✏ k@yfk2 + k!0fk2  
X
i
c✏
ji
ji+1 kfik2   C✏ kfk2
  c✏ NN+1 kfk2   C✏ kfk2
By choosing ✏ suﬃciently small, we obtain the desired result.
2.6 Primary Error Term Estimates
In this section and the next, we collect all the estimates needed to properly control all the
terms that arise from diﬀerentiating the Lyapunov functional. The first category of error
terms which we analyze are those which do not contain derivatives of ↵,   and  . These
will make use of the spectral gap inequalities we have shown above. We begin by proving a
lemma which will be used subsequently.
Lemma 2.6. For every 0 < ✏  ✏0
✏
ji+1
ji+3 b
1
ji+1
i kfik2 . ✏ k@yfik2 +
   p i!0f   2 (2.6.1)
and
✏r kfk2 .
X
i
✓
✏k@yfik2 +
   p i!0f   2◆ (2.6.2)
. ✏ k@yfk2 +
   p !0f   2 (2.6.3)
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Proof. The first inequality follows directly from (2.5.1) by choosing the parameter in (2.5.1)
to be
1
bi
✏
2(ji+1)
ji+3
For the second inequality, notice that (2.5.3) gives
✏ k@yfk2 +
   p !0f   2  X
i
h ✏
2
k@yfik2 + bi✏
1 ji
ji+3 k!0fik
i
  C✏ kfk2
Applying the first inequality we just proved, and splitting the sum into two parts, we have
✏ k@yfk2 +
   p !0f   2   1
2
X
i
h ✏
2
k@yfik2 + bi✏
1 ji
ji+3 k!0fik
i
+ c
X
i
h
✏
ji+1
ji+3 b2i kfik2
i
  C✏ kfk2
  1
2
X
i
h ✏
2
k@yfik2 + bi✏
1 ji
ji+3 k!0fik
i
+
h
c✏
ji+1
ji+3   C✏
i
kfk2
The result now follows from choosing ✏ small enough.
We now consider the two primary terms that need to be bounded.
Lemma 2.7. Let bi ⌧ 1. For any M > 0 there exists a positive constant ✏M ⌧ 0 so that
for 0 < ✏  ✏M ,
✏ k !000fk2  M
C0
✓
✏ k@yfk2 +
   p !0f   2◆
Proof. First observe that by using the convexity inequality (a+ b)2  2(a2+ b2) and the fact
that for i > 0, the functions  i have disjoint support,
k !000fk2  2
X
i
b2i ✏
2(1 ji)
ji+3
ˆ
|!000|2|fi|2dy
so we may prove the result for each i. Consider first the case where the order of vanishing ji
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of the critical point of ! is less than 2. Then
2X
i=0
b2i ✏
2(1 ji)
ji+3
ˆ
|!000|2|fi|2dy .
2X
i=0
b2i ✏
2(1 ji)
ji+3 kfik2
Moreover, since, on the support of  0, |!0|   c > 0 for some c, we have for i = ji = 0
✏b20✏
1
3 kf0k2 . b20✏
4
3 k!0f0k2
. b0
h
b0✏
4
3 k!0f0k2
i
For i = ji = 1, we apply (2.6.1):
✏b21 kf1k2 . ✏
1
2 b
3
2
1
h
✏ k@yf1k2 + b1 k!0f1k2
i
. b
3
2
1
h
✏ k@yf1k2 + b1 k!0f1k2
i
Similarly, for i = ji = 2, we have
✏b22✏
  25 kf2k2 . b
5
3
2
h
✏ k@yf2k2 + b2✏  15 k!0f2k2
i
Now suppose that the order of vanishing ji is strictly greater than 2. Then we have to use
a diﬀerent technique. In this case, on the support of  i, we have by Taylor’s theorem:
|!000(y)| . |!0(y)|
ji 2
ji
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Using this estimate as well as Hölder’s inequality and convexity, we obtain
b2i ✏
2(1 ji)
ji+3
ˆ
|!000|2|fi|2dy . b2i ✏
2(1 ji)
ji+3
ˆ
|!0| 2(i 2)i |fi|2dy
. b2i ✏
2(1 ji)
ji+3 k!0fik
2(i 2)
i kfik
4
i
. b
i+3
i+1
i
✏
bi✏
1 ji
ji+3 k!0fik2 + ✏ i 22 b
i+4
i+1
i ✏
(1 ji)
(ji+3)
· ji+22 kfik2
Therefore we have
✏b2i ✏
2(1 ji)
ji+3
ˆ
|!000|2|fi|2dy . b
i+3
i+1
i bi✏
1 ji
ji+3 k!0fik2 + ✏ i2 b
i+4
i+1
i ✏
(1 ji)
(ji+3)
· ji+22 kfik2
The last term can be estimated by (2.6.1) as follows:
✏
i
2 b
i+4
i+1
i ✏
(1 ji)
(ji+3)
· ji+22 kfik2 . b
ji+3
ji+1
i
h
✏ k@yfik2 + bi✏
1 ji
ji+3 k!0fik2
i
So we may conclude:
✏b2i ✏
2(1 ji)
ji+3
ˆ
|!000|2|fi|2dy . b
ji+3
ji+1
i
h
✏ k@yfik2 + bi✏
1 ji
ji+3 k!0fik2
i
Finally, we can sum over i, apply Lemma 2.6, and choose bi small enough to obtain the
desired estimate.
Lemma 2.8. Let ci ⌧ b
ji
ji+1
i . For any M > 0 there exists a positive constant ✏M ⌧ 0 so that
for 0 < ✏  ✏M ,
✏ kp !00fk2  M
C0
✓
✏ k@yfk2 +
   p !0f   2◆
Proof. We have
✏ kp !00fk2 = ✏
X
i
ci✏
2ji
ji+3 k!00fik2
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For i = ji = 0, we proceed as above, noting that |!0|   c > 0, to obtain
✏c0 k!00f0k2 . ✏c0 kf0k2
 ✏c0 k!0f0k2
. ✏ 23 c0
b0
h
b0✏
1
3 k!0f0k2
i
For the case i = ji = 1, applying (2.6.1) gives
✏c1✏
1
2 k!0f1k2 . ✏c1✏ 12 kf1k2
. c1
b
1
2
1
h
✏ k@yf1k2 + b1 k!0f1k2
i
For i = ji   2, we proceed as above using Taylor’s theorem. On the support of  i, we have
|!00|  |!0| j 1j
so that
ci✏
2ji
ji+3 k!0fik2 . ci✏
2ji
ji+3 k!0fik
2(i 1)
i kfik
2
i
. 1
✏
ci
b
i
i+1
i
✏
1 ji
ji+3 k!0fik2 + ci
b
i 1
i+1
i
✏
2j2i
ji+3
✏
(1 ji)
j1+3
·ji 1
✏ji kfik2
We can bound the last term using (2.6.1):
ci
b
i 1
i+1
i
✏
2j2i
ji+3
✏
(1 ji)
j1+3
·ji 1
✏ji kfik2 . ci
b
i
i+1
i
h
✏ k@yfik2 + bi✏
1 ji
ji+3 k!0fik2
i
Summing over all the estimates, we have
✏ kp !00fk2 . c0
b0
h
✏
1
3 b0 k!0f0k2
i
+
X
i 1
ci
b
ji
ji+1
i
h
✏ k@yfik2 + bi✏
1 ji
ji+3 k!0fik2
i
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Finally, we may obtain the result by applying (2.6.3).
Using the triangle inequality, we may combine Lemmas 2.7 and 2.8 into a single result:
Lemma 2.9. Let ci ⌧ b
ji
ji+1
i . For any M > 0 there exists a positive constant ✏M ⌧ 0 so that
for 0 < ✏  ✏M ,
✏
⇣
k !000fk2 + kp !00fk2
⌘
 M
C0
✓
✏ k@yfk2 +
   p !0f   2◆
2.7 Technical Error Term Estimates
We now collect the remaining estimates we will need to control all the terms in the derivative
of the Lyapunov functional.
Lemma 2.10. For anyM > 0 there exists a positive constant ✏M ⌧ 0, so that for 0 < ✏  ✏M
such that
✏
     ↵0ip↵ify
    2  MC0 ✏ kp !0fyk2
✏
     ↵0ip↵i gi
    2  MC0 ✏ kp !0fk2
Proof. We show the proof of the first inequality, as the proof of the second proceeds the
same way. Since  0i = 0 in a neighborhood of where !0 = 0, the integrand is supported only
in the region of y’s such that |!0(y)|   c > 0 for some c > 0. Therefore we only need to
prove the pointwise estimate
|↵0i(y)|2 
c2
M
 (y)↵i(y)
on the support of the integrand. This is equivalent to
     X
i
ai✏
2
ji+3 0i
     
2
 c
2
M
 X
i
ci✏
2ji
ji+3 i
! X
i
ai✏
2
ji+3 i
!
For any fixed y, only two terms in the sum will be non-zero (the ones corresponding to a
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particular  i and  0). Therefore we need to prove
   a0✏ 23 00 + ai✏ 2ji+3 0i   2  c2M ⇣c0 0 + ci✏ 2jiji+3 i⌘⇣a0✏ 23 0 + ai✏ 2ji+3 i⌘
To prove this inequality, consider the expressions on either side. Using the relation  0 = 1  i
(for fixed i), we have
   a0✏ 23 00 + ai✏ 2ji+3 0i   2 =    a0✏ 23   ai✏ 2ji+3    2 | 0i|2
c0 0 + ci✏
2ji
ji+3 i = c0 + (ci✏
2ji
ji+3   c0) i
a0✏
2
3 0 + ai✏
2
ji+3 i = a0✏
2
3 +
⇣
ai✏
2
ji+3   a0✏ 23
⌘
 i
Then by Lemma 2.1,
| 0i|2 .⇣ | i|2 ⇣
so that
   a0✏ 23 00 + ai✏ 2ji+3 0i   2 . ⇣⇣ai✏ 2ji+3   a0✏ 23⌘ i⌘1 ⇣ ⇣ai✏ 2ji+3   a0✏ 23⌘1+⇣  i
For ✏⌧ 1, ai✏
2
ji+3   a0✏ 23 , we have
⇣
ai✏
2
ji+3   a0✏ 23
⌘1 ⇣
. ✏
2
ji+3
(1 ⇣)
. ✏
2ji
ji+3
·(1 ⇣)
✓
1
✏
◆ 2ji
ji+3
(1 ⇣)
.
⇣
✏
2ji
ji+3
⌘1 ⇣
c1 ⇣i
Choosing ✏ suﬃciently small, we have
⇣⇣
ai✏
2
ji+3   a0✏ 23
⌘
 i
⌘1 ⇣ ⇣
ai✏
2
ji+3   a0✏ 23
⌘⇣
. c⇣0
⇣
✏
2ji
ji+3
⌘1 ⇣
c1 ⇣i  
1 ⇣
i
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and the result is proved.
Lemma 2.11. For anyM > 0 there exists a positive constant ✏M ⌧ 0, so that for 0 < ✏  ✏M
such that
✏
      0p  f
    2  MC0
   p !0f   2
Proof. As in Lemma 2.10, this result follows from the pointwise estimate
✏ | 0(y)|2  1
C0
 (y) (y)
This is equivalent to
✏
   c0 00 + ci✏ 2jiji+3 0i   2  1C0
   b0✏ 13 0 + bi✏ 1 jiji+3 i       c0 0 + ci✏ 2jiji+3 i   
On the left side, we have  0 = 1   i and hence
✏
   ci✏ 2jiji+3   c0   2 | 0i|2  MC0
   b0✏ 13 + ⇣bi✏ 1 jiji+3   b0✏ 13⌘ i       c0 + ⇣ci✏ 2jiji+3   c0⌘ i   
By Lemma 2.1, we have
✏
   ci✏ 2jiji+3   c0   2 | 0i|2 . ✏c2i ✏ 4jiji+3 2 ⇣i
. c2i
⇣
✏
2ji
ji+3
⌘⇣ ⇣
✏
2ji
ji+3 i
⌘1 ⇣
✏
2
ji+3 · ✏
1 ji
ji+3 i
Therefore, we have
✏
   ci✏ 2jiji+3   c0   2 . c2i ✏ 2(1 ⇣)ji+3 · ✏ 1 jiji+3 i · ⇣✏ 2jiji+3 i⌘1 ⇣
So that the equation above is proved and the Lemma is established.
Lemma 2.12. For anyM > 0 there exists a positive constant ✏M ⌧ 0, so that for 0 < ✏  ✏M
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such that
✏ k 0!00fk2  M
C0
   p !0f   2
✏ k 00!0fk2  M
C0
   p !0f   2
Proof. As before, for the first statement, it suﬃces to prove the pointwise bound
✏ | 0(y)|2  M
C0
 (y)
This is equivalent to
✏
   ⇣bi✏ 1 jiji+3   b0✏ 13⌘ 0i   2  MC0
⇣
b0✏
1
3 +
⇣
bi✏
1 ji
ji+3   b0✏ 13
⌘
 i
⌘
By Lemma 2.1, for ✏ small,
✏
   ⇣bi✏ 1 jiji+3   b0✏ 13⌘ 0i   2 . ✏1+ 2(1 ji)ji+3  i
. b2i ✏
5 ji
ji+3 i
. bi✏
4
ji+3
⇣
b0✏
1
3 +
⇣
bi✏
1 ji
ji+3   b0✏ 13
⌘
 i
⌘
from which the Lemma follows. The proof of the second statement is almost identical to the
first, except that one needs to use the estimate | 00| .⇣ | |1 ⇣ .
Both the statements in Lemma 2.12 may be combined by convexity to obtain
Lemma 2.13. For anyM > 0 there exists a positive constant ✏M ⌧ 0, so that for 0 < ✏  ✏M
such that
✏ k( 0!00 + 2 0!00) fk2  M
C0
   p !0fy   2
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The final fact we will use is the following. Suppose A = mini
h
ai
bi
i
. Then for 0 < ✏  ✏0,
↵(y)  A✏r (y) =
X
i
⇣
✏
2
ji+3ai   A✏r✏
1 ji
ji+3 bi
⌘
 i(y)
=
X
i
✓
1  A
✓
bi
ai
◆
✏
2(N ji)
(ji+3)(N+3)
◆
✏
2
ji+3ai i(y)
  0
2.8 The Final Estimate
To obtain our decay estimate, we begin by adding the derivative terms we first computed.
In view of applying the technical lemmas 2.10   2.13 (and appropriately choosing M), it
follows that for ✏  ✏0,
1
2
d
dt
     ✏
4
 X
i even
kp↵ifyyk2 +
X
i odd
⇣  p↵ihiy  2 +   p↵igiy  2⌘+ kp !0fyk2
!
  1
2
✓
✏ kfyk2 +
   p !0f   2◆+ C0✏⇣k !000fk2 + kp !00fk2⌘+ Re hi↵!0f, fyi
To the last three terms, we apply the Primary Error Term estimates so that we have for
0 < ✏  ✏0,
1
2
d
dt
    1
4
✓
✏ kfyk2 +
   p !0f   2◆+ Re hi↵!0f, fyi
  1
4
✓
✏ kfyk2 +
   p !0f   2◆+ Re hi (↵  A✏r )!0f, fyi+ A✏rRe hi !0f, fyi
   ✏
8
kfyk2   1
4
   p !0f   2 + 8
✏
k↵!0fk2 + A✏rRe hi !0f, fyi
   ✏
8
kfyk2   1
8
   p !0f   2 + A✏rRe hi !0f, fyi
Note that in the third line we have applied the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, the fact from the
technical estimate section, as well as the estimate ↵(y)2  ✏64 (y) which follows as long as
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a2i  164bi. Setting B = mini
h
bi
ci
i
, by the definitions of ↵,   and   we have
✏r↵(y)  ✏
✏rB (y)   (y)
Applying inequality (2.6.3), we have for some 0 < c⌧ 1 independent of ✏,
1
2
d
dt
   c✏r kfk   ✏
r
16
  p↵fy  2   B✏r
16
kp !0fk2 + A✏rRe hi !0f, fyi
Lastly, in view of Lemma 2.2, we have for 0 < C ⌧ 1 and 0  ✏ < ✏0 ⌧ 1,
d
dt
    C✏r 
We summarize this final decay estimate in the following Theorem:
Theorem 2.14. Fix constants ai, bi and ci satisfying
ci ⌧ b
ji
ji+1
i
a2i ⌧ bi
b2i  aici
and let
↵ =
3X
i=0
ai✏
2
ji+3 i(y)
  =
3X
i=0
bi✏
1 ji
ji+3 i(y)
  =
3X
i=0
ci✏
2ji
ji+3 i(y)
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Then there exists a C > 0 such that
 (t)   (0) exp ( C✏rt) , t   0
where r = N+1N+3 2 (0, 1).
2.9 Semigroup Decay Estimate
To obtain an estimate on the semigroup of our operator, we make use of the following Lemma
due to Gallagher, et. al. [13]:
Lemma. Let L✏ : D(L✏)! L2 be maximally accretive and sectorial. More precisely, let the
numerical range N(L✏) = {hL✏f, fi 2 C : kfk = 1} satisfy
N(L✏) ⇢
n
z 2 C : |argz|  ⇡
2
  2 
o
If  (L✏) =
✓
sup
 2R
  (L✏   i ) 1  ◆ 1, then there exists a C > 0 such that
  e L✏t  
L2!L2 
C
tan  
e 
1
2 (L✏)t
Using the operator L✏ =  ✏@yy + i!, after integration by parts, the numerical range is
given by
hL✏f, fi =  ✏ h@yyf, fi+ i h!f, fi = ✏ k@yfk2 + i h!f, fi
By applying the Poincaré inequality, we have the following estimates for the real and imag-
inary parts of the numerical range respectively:
✏ k@yfk2   ✏ kfk2
|h!f, fi|  k!kL1 kfk2
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Thus we can see that that the numerical range is contained in the sector of the right hand
plane whose angle of inclination above the real axis is   and which satisfies
tan    k!k 1L1 ✏
Therefore, by the boundedness of the semigroup, if we apply the Lemma above directly, we
obtain
  e L✏t  
L2!L2  min
⇢
1,
C
✏
e 
1
2 (L✏)t
 
By splitting up the times t .   1(1 + log(✏ 1)) and t &   1(1 + log(✏ 1)), we have
  e L✏t  
L2!L2 . e
  ⇢ (L✏)
1+log(✏ 1) t (2.9.1)
Now all that is left is to establish a bound on  (L✏). To that end, we use the resolvent
formula
(L✏   z) 1 =
ˆ 1
0
e tL✏etzdt
Letting z 2 iR, and taking absolute-values and supremums of both sides, we obtain:
 (L✏)
 1 
ˆ 1
0
  e L✏t  
L2!L2 dt
The energy equality implies the estimate
2✏
ˆ ✏ 12
0
k@yfk2 dy  kf(0)k2
Since this is true for all times, there must be a time ⌧ 2 (0, ✏ 12 ) such that
k@yf(⌧)k2  1
2✏
3
2
kfk2
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Using the upper bound for   as well as the fact that it is monotone decreasing, we have
 (✏
1
2 )   (⌧)  kfy(⌧)k2 + kf(⌧)k2 + ✏ 2NN+3 k!0f(⌧)k2
 1
2
✏ 
3
2 kf(0)k2 + kf(0)k2 + ✏ 2NN+3 k!0kL1 kf(0)k2
 kf(0)k2 ✏ r1
for r1 = max
 
3
2 ,
2N
N+3
 
. It follows from Theorem 2.14 that
 (t+ ✏
1
2 )  e ⇢ ✏t (✏ 12 )
where  ✏ = ✏r. Using the lower bound for  , we have
   f(t+ ✏ 12 )    =    e (t+✏ 12 )L✏f(0)   2
  (t+ ✏ 12 )
 e ⇢ ✏t✏ r1 kf(0)k2
Returning to the formula for   1 above, we have
 (L✏)
 1 
ˆ 1
0
  e L✏t  
L2!L2 dt
=
ˆ ✏ 12
0
  e L✏t  
L2!L2 dt+
ˆ 1
✏
1
2
  e L✏t  
L2!L2 dt
= ✏
1
2 +
ˆ 1
0
   e L✏(t+✏ 12 )   
L2!L2
dt
= ✏
1
2 +
ˆ 1
0
min
 
1, e ⇢ ✏t✏ r1
 
dt
= ✏
1
2 +
1
⇢ ✏
r log(✏ 1) +
1
⇢ ✏
 1
⇢r
  1✏
 
⇢ ✏✏
1
2 + 1
r
+ log(✏ 1)
!
.   1✏
 
1 + log(✏ 1)
 
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Plugging this back into (2.9.1), we arrive at the following result:
Theorem 2.15. Let N be the maximal order of vanishing of !0 and r = N+1N+3 . Then there
exist constants 0 < ⇢ ⌧ 1, 0 <  ⌧ 1 and M > 0 independent of ✏ such that for every
0 < ✏ < ,   e L✏t  
L2!L2 Me ⇢ ˜✏t, t   0
where
 ˜✏ =
 ✏
(1 + log(✏ 1))2
Remark. In computing the diﬀerential inequality estimate, we have:
1
2
d
dt
     ✏
4
 X
i even
kp↵ifyyk2 +
X
i odd
⇣  p↵ihiy  2 +   p↵igiy  2⌘+ kp !0fyk2
!
  1
2
✓
✏ kfyk2 +
   p !0f   2◆+ C0✏⇣k !000fk2 + kp !00fk2⌘+ Re hi↵!0f, fyi
  c0✏ 53 kfk2H2   
1
2
✓
✏ kfyk2 +
   p !0f   2◆+ C0✏⇣k !000fk2 + kp !00fk2⌘+ Re hi↵!0f, fyi
Therefore, we may write:
d 
dt
+ ✏
5
3 kfk2H2   ⇢✏r 
Solving the diﬀerential equation by an integrating factor, we have
 (t)e⇢ ✏t + ✏
5
3
ˆ t
0
e⇢ ✏s kf(s)k2H2 ds   (0)
Thus under the assumptions of the previous theorem, we have
ˆ t
0
e⇢ ✏s kf(s)k2H2 ds > ✏  53  2NN+3 kf(0)k2H1
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Chapter 3
On Flows Generated by Hamiltonians
In the “small-diﬀusion,” dimensionless form, the Cauchy problem for the advection-diﬀusion
equation reads
ct + (~u ·r)c = ✏ c
c(t, ~x)|t=0 = c0
(3.0.1)
The diﬀusivity parameter ✏ is often represented by the scaled quantity ✏ = Pe 1, where Pe is
the Péclet number. The Péclet number quantifies the ratio of the characteristic time scales
of diﬀusion and advection with respect to each other. As usual, we require that the given
fluid flow ~u(t, ~x) satisfy the incompressibility (divergence-free) condition.
A natural question which arises is how to specify the flow ~u(t, ~x). Since this vector field
represents a physically realizable quantity, the most intuitive way to realize ~u is to apply
Newton’s Equations from the theory of Classical Mechanics. Newton’s equations of motions
consist of second-order diﬀerential equations which describe the behavior of collections of
N point particles in three-dimensional space. The equations are only simple for cartesian
coordinates and when the frame of reference one is working in is inertial. Beyond these
constraints, they quickly become cumbersome and nonintuitive. An alternative approach
to Newtonian Mechanics was proposed by Lagrange in terms of a variational principle that
generalizes nicely to curvilinear coordinates, non-inertial frames and continuum mechanics.
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In the Lagrangian formulation for an N -particle system, one posits the existence of a function
L (known as the Lagrangian) which is a function of generalized positions and velocities such
that the actual physical path obeyed by the system is one that extremizes the integral
S =
ˆ t2
t1
L(q˙i, qi, t)dt
Extremization of the integral implies that that Lmust satisfy Lagrange’s equations, and these
equations lead to the equations of motion for the system. One can also obtain generalized
momenta by the formula pi = @L@q˙i and define the Hamiltonian as the quantity H =
P
i(q˙ipi) 
L.
In the Newtonian and Lagrangian formulations of mechanics, a phase space composed of
the generalized velocities and positions is used to prescribe the dynamical system. Hamilton’s
formulation uses a phase space consisting of the generalized momenta and positions instead.
This phase space turns out to have some very nice properties that are ideally suited to
studying dynamical systems. A Legendre transformation from the coordinates q˙i, qi to the
coordinates pi, qi gives Hamilton’s equations of motion for the system in the phase space:
p˙i =  @H
@qi
q˙i =
@H
@pi
For systems which obey these equations of motion, the size of volume elements in phase
space is conserved, so that the phase space acts analogously to an incompressible fluid.
Thus, Hamilton’s formulation is ideally suited to the problem we are considering.
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3.1 Action Angle Coordinates
We can write Hamilton’s equations in terms of any convenient set of generalized canoni-
cal coordinates. A particularly convenient choice of canonical coordinates are the so-called
action-angle variables. To see how they are constructed, consider a one-dimensional sys-
tem whose Hamiltonian is specified by the function H(p, q). We can define a generating
function S(q, J) which facilitates the transformation from (p, q) coordinates to action-angle
coordinates (J, ✓) by the equations
p =
✓
@S
@q
◆
J
✓ =
✓
@S
@J
◆
q
Since the generating function is path-independent, we have
✓
@p
@J
◆
q
=
✓
@
@J
✓
@S
@q
◆
J
◆
q
=
 
@
@q
✓
@S
@J
◆
q
!
J
=
✓
@✓
@q
◆
Now let H(p, q) = h(J) so that J = c (constant) and ✓ = !(J)t+ ✓0 for ! = @h@J . Consider a
diﬀerential change in S:
dS =
✓
@S
@q
◆
J
dq +
✓
@S
@J
◆
q
dJ
If we travel along a path of fixed J (and therefore fixed energy h(J)), we have
S(q, J)  S(q0, J) =
ˆ S(q,J)
S(q0,J)
dS =
ˆ q
q0
✓
@S
@q
◆
J
dq =
ˆ q
q0
pdq
We can define the action as
J =
1
2⇡
˛
P
pdq
One can interpret the action as a measure of the area in phase space enclosed by the path.
Using a similar approach, one can find an expression for the angle coordinate. Let d✓ =
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⇣
@✓
@q
⌘
J
dq +
 
@✓
@J
 
q
dJ . Since
⇣
@✓
@q
⌘
J
=
 
@p
@J
 
q
, for a path of fixed J , we have
✓   ✓0 =
ˆ ✓
✓0
d✓ =
ˆ ✓
✓0
✓
dp
dJ
◆
q
dq =
@
@J
ˆ q
q0
pdq
The expressions derived above allow us to construct the canonical transformation to the
action-angle variables.
For our purposes, we solve problem (3.0.1) on a domain D ⇢ R2 and require that the
flow ~u(t, ~x) = r ⇥ H(x, y) = (Hy, Hx) for some Hamiltonian H 2 C2
 
D¯
 
. Moreover, we
assume that the level sets C(H) = {H(x, y) = c} consist of a finite number of connected
components that are Jordan curves, so that all the trajectories of the underlying phase flow
of the system are periodic orbits which are specified by the system of ordinary diﬀerential
equations x˙ = u(x). The system allows for a canonical transformation to action-angle
variables (x, y)! (J, ✓), (x, y) 2 D which satisfy the following requirements:
1. H(x, y) = h(J(x, y)), (x, y) 2 D
2.
¸
C(H) d✓ = 2⇡
3. r✓ ⇥rJ = 1
The coordinates are constructed, just as above, via the generating function S(J, y) =
´ y
y0
xdy,
and we may introduce the frequency function ! = dhdJ . The phase flow then satisfies the
equations
dJ
dt
= 0
d✓
dt
= !
The former follows from the fact that we travel along paths of fixed J , while the latter follows
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from the chain rule:
d✓
dt
=
d✓
dx
dx
dt
+
d✓
dy
dy
dt
=
d✓
dx
Hy   d✓
dy
Hx
= h0(J)Jy✓x   h0(J)✓yJx
= !(J) (Jy✓x   ✓yJx)
= !(J) (r✓ ⇥rJ)
= !(J)
The period for each orbit is given by T (J) = 2⇡! , and the line element for each orbit satisfies:
dl =
p
x˙2 + y˙2 =
q
H2x +H
2
ydt = |rH|dt
or, equivalently, by the chain rule:
dl =
q
H2x +H
2
ydt =
q
h0(J)2
⇥
J2x + J
2
y
⇤
dt = !(J)|rJ |dt = |rJ |d✓
Finally, we have the following two facts which we will make use of later.
Fact 3.1. ˛
C(H)
 ✓d✓ = 0
Proof. By the periodicity of the ✓ variable, we have
˛
C(H)
@2✓
@y2
d✓ =
˛
C(H)
@2✓
@y2
@✓
@y
dy
=
1
2
˛
C(H)
@
@y
✓
@✓
@y
◆2
dy
= 0
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Fact 3.2. For H1, H2 2 [H , h ],
˛
C(H2)
r✓ ·rJd✓ =
˛
C(H1)
r✓ ·rJd✓
Proof. By Green’s Theorem, we have
˛
C(H2)
r✓ ·rJd✓ =
˛
C(H1)
r✓ ·rJd✓ ±
ˆ ˆ
{H1HH2}
 ✓dxdy
And by Fact 1, ˆ ˆ
{H1HH2}
 ✓dxdy =
ˆ ˛
 ✓d✓dJ = 0
3.2 Hamiltonians with Non-Degenerate Critical Points
We generalize the work of [30] by allowing for Hamiltonians with non-degenerate critical
points. Examples of such points include stable elliptic extremum points and unstable hy-
perbolic saddle points, and they satisfy |rH| = 0 and det (r2H) 6= 0. Thus, we extend the
results of [30] to a significantly larger class of Hamiltonians H 2 C2(D¯). Geometrically, we
assume that the saddle points are homoclinically connected. The trajectories of such systems
include 1-shaped separatrices encircling and dividing families of periodic orbits. We allow
for any number of families of closed orbits encircling either the stable equilibrium points or
separatrices with a single saddle point. Perhaps the simplest example of such a system is
the one specified by the Hamiltonian H(x, y) = x4   2x2 + y24 , which is shown in Figure
3.2.1. This particular phase flow has two families of periodic orbits encircling two elliptic
points within a single1-shaped separatrix, and a third family of closed orbits encircling the
hyperbolic fixed point and the separatrix.
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Figure 3.2.1: Phase space plot for the double-well system [26].
Since we are interested in the case of bounded domains, we assume that the boundary
of the region D is itself a periodic orbit enclosing all the critical points on which we can
impose Dirichlet boundary conditions. Let each connected region covered by periodic orbits
be denoted by Di for some index i. Then we perform the canonical transformation to action-
angle coordinates on each region:
(x, y)! (i, Ji, ✓i), (x, y) 2 Di
We may visualize this in the form of the Reeb graph for the system. That is, define the
function (i, Ji) : D⇤ = [iDi  !  . The image   can be viewed as a graph exhibiting a
tree-structure consisting of a finite number of intervals  i = (j i , j
+
i ) = Ji(Di) whose end
points correspond to the boundary, the separatrices and elliptic equilibrium points. We shall
refer to these as the boundary vertex (B), the saddle vertices (Sk) and extremum vertices
(El) respectively. Topologically, we treat   as a connected set by identifying the vertices
corresponding to the same separatrix. We use the notation  i ⇠ Sk (Ii ⇠ El, B) if either
endpoint of  i corresponds to the vertex Sk (El, B).
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The Hamiltonian H on each region Di is given in action-angle coordinates by H = hi(Ji),
the frequency function by !i = dhidJi and the phase flow satisfies
dJi
dt
= 0
d✓i
dt
= !i(Ji)
If !i > 0 on  i, then the map hi is invertible, and we use Hi = hi(Ji) 2 (H i , H+i ) to refer to
the local coordinate. Moreover, for purposes of convenience, we will use !i to denote !i h 1.
We apply the notation Ci(Hi) = {Hi(x, y) = Hi} for the orbits, Ck for the separatrix Sk,
and Cki = @Di \ Ck for the portion of the Ck encircling Di.
As before, the period of travel around the orbit Ci(Hi) is computed by the integral
Ti(Hi) =
2⇡
!i(Hi)
=
˛
Ci(Hi)
1
|rH|dl
On Ci(Hi), we define the following invariant measure for the phase space:
µi(Hi, ✓i) =
1
Ti(Hi)
1
|rH|
=
1
2⇡
1
|rJi|
With respect to this measure, we may define the averages of function along the streamlines
Ci(Hi) and the Fourier transform of a function:
f¯i(Hi) = hfi (i, Hi)
=
1
2⇡
ˆ 2⇡
0
f(Hi, ✓i)d✓i
=
˛
Ci(Hi)
fµidl
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fˆ(i, Hi,m) =
⌦
fe im✓i
↵
(i, Hi)
In what follows, we will make use of the following important results.
Proposition 3.3. Let g 2 C1(Di). Then for H,H0 2 [H i , H+i ],
˛
Ci(H)
g|rH|dl =
˛
Ci(H0)
g|rH|dl ±
ˆ ˆ
{H0HiH}
[rg ·rH + g H] dxdy
where the sign is taken according to the direction of rH on Ci(H). Moreover,
d
dHi
˛
Ci(Hi)
g|rH|dl =
˛
Ci(Hi)
rg ·rH
|rH| +
g H
|rH|
 
dl
and in particular,
d
dHi
˛
Ci(Hi)
|rH|dl =
˛
Ci(Hi)
 H
|rH|dl
Finally, we have
d
dHi
˛
Ci(Hi)
f
|rH|dl =
˛
Ci(Hi)
rf ·rH + f
⇣
 H   2r2H:rH⌦rH|rH|2
⌘
|rH|3 dl
and
d
dHi
hfi (i, Hi) = 1
Ti(Hi)
˛
Ci(Hi)
rf ·rH + (f   hfi)
⇣
 H   2r2H:rH⌦rH|rH|2
⌘
|rH|3
Proof. We prove each statement in turn. For the first equation above, set ~F = ( gHy, gHx)
and dl = (x˙dt, y˙dt) so that ~F · dl = g|rH|. Then the result follows from application of
Green’s Theorem: ˛
C
~F · dl =
ˆ ˆ
D
✓
@F2
@x
  @F1
@y
◆
dA
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For the second equation, rewrite the first as:
˛
Ci(H)
g|rH|dl  
˛
Ci(H0)
g|rH|dl =
ˆ ˆ
{H0HiH}
[rg ·rH + g H] dxdy
Now on the right hand side, make a change of variables to action angle coordinates (notice
that the Jacobian is unity). Then, using the definitions above, we have:
ˆ ˆ
[rg ·rH + g H] d✓idJi =
ˆ ˆ
[rg ·rH + g H] d✓i
!(J)
dH
=
ˆ ˆ
[rg ·rH + g H] dtdHi
=
ˆ ˆ
[rg ·rH + g H] 1|rH|dldHi
The result now follows by taking the limit of the diﬀerence quotient on both sides. For the
third equation, apply the second with g = 1. Similarly, for the fourth equation, apply the
second equation with g = f|rH|2 . The right hand side can be verified by direct computation.
And finally, for the last equation, write:
hfi =
¸
f
|rH|dl¸
1
|rH|dl
so that
d
dH
hfi =
d
dH
¸
f
|rH|dl ·
¸
1
|rH|dl  
¸
f
|rH|dl · ddH
⇣¸
1
|rH|dl
⌘
⇣¸
1
|rH|dl
⌘2
Factoring out the quantity
⇣¸
1
|rH|dl
⌘
yields
d
dH
hfi =
d
dH
¸
f
|rH|dl   hfi · ddH
⇣¸
1
|rH|dl
⌘
⇣¸
1
|rH|dl
⌘
and the result follows from the fourth equation.
Proposition 3.4. If El is an extremum vertex corresponding to the extremum point (xl, yl)
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and  i ⇠ El, then as Hi ! Hi(El) := H(xl, yl),
!i(Hi)!
p
|det(r2H(xl, yl))|
where Tl = 2⇡p|det(r2H(xl,yl))| . Moreover, for f 2 C(D¯), and for eachm 2 Z, limHi!Hi(El)fˆ(i, Hi,m)
exists, and it equals to the value of f at the corresponding extremum (xl, yl) if m = 0, and
zero otherwise.
Proof. Assume we are approaching a local extremum (xl, yl) and without loss of generality, let
(xl, yl) = (0, 0). Consider the limitHi ! Hi(El) := H(xl, yl). Since (xl, yl) is non-degenerate,
we have that the determinant of the Jacobian A = (Du)(0, 0) is strictly negative. Therefore
the linearized flow x˙ = Ax is also Hamiltonian for a linear function H0(x). Therefore we can
decompose the Hamiltonian into H(x) = H0(x)+H1(x) with |H1(x)| = o(|x|2) as x! (0, 0).
Therefore, locally expand the hamiltonian H in a Taylor series about the extremum point:
H(x, y) =
Hxx
2
x2 +Hxyxy +
Hyy
2
y2 +O(x3 + y3)
The higher order terms are negligible if we work locally. Let A := Hxx2 , B := Hxy and
C := Hyy2 . Then for H(x, y) = Ax
2 +Bxy + Cy2, we have the following result (for A and C
with the same sign): ˆ
H=c
1
|rH|dl =
⇡q
AC    B2  2
Once this formula is established, the result above follows. To prove the formula above, begin
by taking H(x, y) = Ax2 +Bxy + Cy2 and apply the linear transformation
L(x, y) =
8><>: x
0 = ax+ by
y0 = bx  ay
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The map L sends H(x, y) to H˜(x0, y0) = D(x0)2 + F (y0)2. Then
˛
1
|rH|dl =
1
a2 + b2
˛
1
|r0H˜|dl˜
Parametrizing H˜ in the usual way by circular functions, we obtain, after a quick computation,
˛
1
|rH|dl =
⇡
(a2 + b2)
p
DF
It is easy to check that DF (a2 + b2)2 = AC    B2  2. Second, consider the Fourier transform
integral ⌦
feim✓
↵
(i, Hi) =
1
2⇡
ˆ 2⇡
0
f(Hi, ✓i)e
im✓d✓
Since f is continuous and bounded, it suﬃces to show that f(Hi, ✓i) ! f(xl, yl) as Hi !
Hi(El) = H(xl, yl). This follows immediately from a theorem due to Jordan 1. Since lo-
cally, the region around the extremum point is a topographic system, the extremum point
is uniformly stable in the Lyapunov sense. The result then follows by application of the
dominated convergence theorem.
Proposition 3.5. Let Sk be a saddle vertex corresponding to the saddle point (xk, yk) and
Ii ⇠ Sk; then as Hi ! Hi(Sk) := H(xk, yk),
!i(Hi) ⇠ C 1| ln |Hi  Hi(Sk)||
Proof. Let Sk = (xk, yk) be a saddle vertex, and without loss of generality, let (xk, yk) =
(0, 0). Consider the limit Hi ! Hi(Sk) := H(xk, yk). Since (xk, yk) is non-degenerate, we
have that the determinant of the Jacobian A = (Du)(0, 0) is strictly negative. Therefore the
linearized flow x˙ = Ax is also Hamiltonian for a linear function H0(x). Therefore we can
decompose the Hamiltonian into H(x) = H0(x)+H1(x) with |H1(x)| = o(|x|2) as x! (0, 0).
1see [18], Thm. 10.4 & 10.5
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Thus locally, by means of a Taylor series, we can express H as
H(x, y) = ±↵
2
2
x2 ⌥  
2
2
y2 +O(x3 + y3)
Apply the linear transformation
L =
8>><>>:
x0 =
q
2
↵ 
⇣
1
 x  1↵y
⌘
y0 =
q
2
↵ 
⇣
1
 x+
1
↵y
⌘
so that H(x, y)! H˜ = xy. Now, we find
T (H˜) =
˛
H˜=h
1
|rH˜|dl =
ˆ 1
h
dx
x
=   lnh
and the result follows.
Proposition 3.6. For f 2 C(D¯), and for each m 2 Z, lim
Hi!Hi(Sk)
fˆ(i, Hi,m) exists, and it
equals to the value of f at the corresponding saddle (xk, yk) if m = 0, and zero otherwise.
Proof. As above, we express the Hamiltonian locally in the form H(x) = H0(x) + H1(x)
where
H0(x, y) = ±↵
2
2
x2 ⌥  
2
2
y2 +O(x3 + y3)
and |H1(x)| = o(|x|2) as x! (0, 0). Via the linear transformation
L =
8>><>>:
x0 =
q
2
↵ 
⇣
1
 x  1↵y
⌘
y0 =
q
2
↵ 
⇣
1
 x+
1
↵y
⌘
we may represent the Hamiltonian locally as HL(x, y) = xy.
Now we show that for a fixed ✓0, the point with action-angle coordinates (H, ✓0) goes
to the origin in the limit as H becomes infinitesimal. Since (xk, yk) is a hyperbolic fixed
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point, the Hartman-Grobman theorem gives us a topological equivalency between the local
Hamiltonian and the original Hamiltonian. More precisely there exist open neighborhoods
U and V of the origin and a homeomorphism H = (H1,H2) : U ! V such that H ( t(x0)) =
etAx0 for all x0 2 U and t 2 R (such that  t(x0) 2 U), where  t(x0) is the dynamical
system representing the underlying flow u. In this case, we take our local Hamiltonian to
be HL = xy and V = {max{|x|, |y|} < 1}. Since all the orbits of the underlying flow are
Jordan curves, there exists H1 such that the set  R(U) = R(0, H1). Outside of the open
set U , |u|   c (for some c strictly greater than zero), and so there is a maximal time tH
(0 < H < H1) for which the trajectory is outside the set U . On the open set U itself, we
may parametrize the trajectories of the flow by
H 1
⇣
±pHe t,±pHet
⌘
with t 2  12 ln(H), 12 ln(H) . Note that the signs will vary depending on which quadrant
the trajectory is in. The period of the trajectory is T (H) = tH   ⌘ lnH with ⌘ = 1 if
the trajectory is in one of the wells, and ⌘ = 2 if the trajectory is in the region above the
separatrix. As a starting point to define ✓ = 0, we choose one of the four rays which divide
the four quadrants. Then define ✓ = 0 on the preimage of these curves under the map H.
Now using the relationship ✓ = 2⇡tT , we have on U :
✓ = ⇡
ln |H2(x, y)|  ln |H1(x, y)|
tH   ⌘ lnH , ✓ 2
✓
 ⇡
⌘
,
⇡
⌘
◆
Inverting this formula we arrive at
(x, y) = H 1
⇣
±H 12+ ⌘✓2⇡ e th ✓2⇡ ,±H 12  ⌘✓2⇡ eth ✓2⇡
⌘
Since (H, ✓0) 2 U , we obtain (H, ✓0)! (0, 0) as H ! 0. The result then follows by applying
the dominated convergence theorem.
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We can summarize Propositions (3.4)   (3.6) in the following Theorem which we will
reference later:
Theorem 3.7. If El is an extremum vertex corresponding to the extremum point (xl, yl),
and  i ⇠ El, then as Hi ! Hi(El) := H(xl, yl),
!i(Hi)!
p
|det(r2H(xl, yl))|
However, if Sk is a saddle vertex corresponding to the saddle point (xk, yk) and  i ⇠ Sk,
then as Hi ! Hi(Sk) := H(xk, yk),
!i(Hi) ⇠ 1|ln|Hi  Hi(Sk)||
Furthermore, let f 2 C(D¯). Then for each m 2 Z, fˆ(i, Hi,m) is continuous on  ; in partic-
ular, if El is an extremum vertex (or if Sk is a saddle vertex), then limHi!Hi(El) fˆ(i, Hi,m)
(or limHi!Hi(Sk) fˆ(i, Hi,m)) exists and it converges to the value of f at the corresponding
extremum (xl, yl) (or saddle (xk, yk)) for m = 0, and zero otherwise.
Finally, we state the so-called “gluing condition” which holds at the saddle vertex.
Proposition 3.8. For the saddle vertex Sk, we have
lim
 !0
X
i: i⇠Sk
(±⌘ki) d
dHi
hfi (i, Hi) = 0
where Hi 2  i satisfies |Hi  Hi(Sk)| =  . The plus sign applies if Hi   Hi(Sk) on  i and
the minus sign applies if Hi  Hi(Sk) on  i.
Proof. For simplicity, we examine a single separatrix corresponding to the saddle point
(xk, yk) = (0, 0). As in the proofs above, we decompose H into H(x) = H0(x) + H1(x)
with H0(x, y) = xy and |H(x)| = o(|x|2) as x ! (0, 0). We invoke the Hartman-Grobman
theorem to obtain the homeomorphismH = (H1,H2) : U ! V satisfyingH ( t(x0)) = etAx0
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for all x0 2 U and t 2 R (such that  t(x0) 2 U). For a small enough value of  , the set
{x : |H(x) =  } contains three Jordan curves Ci(Hi). Notice that Ci(Hi) = C 0i(Hi)[C 00i (Hi)
where C 0i(Hi) = Ci(Hi)\U and C 00i (Hi) = Ci(Hi)\U c. Furthermore S  = {x : |H(x)|2 =  }
is a Jordan curve whose interior is contained in U
We express the averages hfi as
hfi ( ) =
´
S 
fdt+
´
C00i
fdt´
S 
dt+
´
C00i
dt
=
´
S 
(f(x,y) f(H1(x),H2(y)))dt
TS 
+
´
S 
f(H1(x),H2(y)dt
TS 
+
´
C00i
fdt
TS 
1 +
TC00i
TS 
Recall that the period TS  ⇠ ln  . The Hartman-Grobman Theorem establishes the bound-
edness of the diﬀerence in the integrand of the first term. Furthermore the integrand of the
third term is bounded by the smoothness of f . Therefore it remains to examine the second
term more carefully. To that end, we consider
´
f(H1,H2)dt
TS 
=
´
f
⇣
H1,  H1
⌘
dH1
H1
TS 
For notational convenience, we let f
⇣
H1,  H1
⌘
= f
 
x˜,  x˜
 
. We expand f in a Taylor series:
f
✓
x˜,
 
x˜
◆
= f(0, 0)+fx(0, 0)x˜+fy(0, 0)
 
x˜
+fxx(0, 0)x˜
2+2fxy(0, 0) +fyy(0, 0)
 2
x˜2
+O( m ln  )
Parametrizing the curve in the first quadrant by 1  x    (the curve inside one of the
wells), we obtain
´
f
 
x˜,  x˜
 
dH1
H1
TS 
= f(0, 0)+fx(0, 0)
    1
ln  
+fy(0, 0)
    1
ln  
+
fxx(0, 0)
2
 2   1
ln  
+2fxy(0, 0) +
fyy(0, 0)
2
 3    
ln  
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Similarly, in the third quadrant we obtain
´
f
 
x˜,  x˜
 
dH1
H1
TS 
= f(0, 0)+fx(0, 0)
1   
ln  
+fy(0, 0)
1   
ln  
+
fxx(0, 0)
2
 2   1
ln  
+2fxy(0, 0) +
fyy(0, 0)
2
 3    
ln  
Finally for the curve outside the separatrix in the second and fourth quadrants we have
´
f
 
x˜,  x˜
 
dH1
H1
TS 
=  f(0, 0) + fxx(0, 0)
2
1   2
ln  
  2fxy(0, 0)  + fyy(0, 0)
2
     3
ln  
Multiplying the last equation by ⌘ = 2 and the first two equations by ⌘ = 1 and summing,
we see that the term vanishes. Taking derivatives and allowing   ! 0 yields the result.
3.3 The Averaged Equation
One of the benefits of expressing the advection-diﬀusion in the action-angle variables is that
the advective term now allows for separation of variables. More explicitly, the advection-
diﬀusion equation in two dimensions can be written as
@c
@t
+ (u1, u2) · (cx, cy) = ✏ c
Noting that (u1, u2) = (Hy, Hx) = (h0(J) · Jy, h0(J) · Jx) and that the scalar field in the
action-angle variables is given by c(J(x, y), ✓(x, y), t), the advection term can be simplified
to:
(u1, u2) · (cx, cy) = cxHy   cyHx
= cJJxh
0(J)Jy + c✓✓xh0(J)Jy   cJJyh0(J)Jx   c✓✓yh0(J)Jx
= h0(J) [✓xJy   Jx✓y] c✓
= h0(J) [r✓ ⇥rJ ] c✓
= !(J)c✓
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Therefore, on each Di, the advection-diﬀusion equation can be written in action-angle coor-
dinates as
ct + !i(Hi)c✓i = ✏ (i,Hi,✓i)c
where
 (i,Hi,✓i) = |r(x,y)Hi|2
@2
@H2i
+ |r(x,y)✓i|2 @
2
@✓2i
+
 r(x,y)Hi ·r(x,y)✓i  @2@Hi@✓i
+
 
 (x,y)Hi
  @
@Hi
+
 
 (x,y)✓i
  @
@✓i
is the Laplacian operator expressed in the action-angle coordinates. Just as in [30], we
introduce the following convenient notation. Let
a11(i, Hi, ✓i) = |r(x,y)Hi|2
a22(i, Hi, ✓i) = |r(x,y)✓i|2
a12(i, Hi, ✓i) = a
21(i, Hi, ✓i) = r(x,y)Hi ·r(x,y)✓i
b1(i, Hi, ✓i) =  (x,y)Hi
b2(i, Hi, ✓i) =  (x,y)✓i
Furthermore, let
A(i, Hi, ✓i) : r2 = a11(i, Hi, ✓i) @
2
@H2i
+ a22(i, Hi, ✓i)
@2
@✓2i
+ 2a12(i, Hi, ✓i)
@2
@Hi@✓i
b(i, Hi, ✓i) ·r = b1(i, Hi, ✓i) @
@Hi
+ b2(i, Hi, ✓i)
@
@✓i
Thus, the Laplacian operator can be expressed in the more convenient form
 (i,Hi,✓i) = A(i, Hi, ✓i) : r2 + b(i, Hi, ✓i) ·r
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and the “averaged” Laplacian operator can be written as
h i (i, Hi) = hAi (i, Hi) : r2 + hbi (i, Hi) ·r
Similarly, we define the ADE operator and its average as
L✏ =  !i(Hi)@✓i + ✏ (i,Hi,✓i)
hL✏i =  !(Hi)@✓i + ✏ h i(i,Hi)
Noting that the coeﬃcient functions a11i , a22i , a12i , b1i and b2i are periodic in the angle coordinate
✓i, we compute: ⌦
a11i
↵
(i, Hi) =
1
Ti(Hi)
˛
Ci(Hi)
|rH|dl
⌦
a22i
↵
=
1
Ti(Hi)
˛
Ci(Hi)
|r✓i|2
|rH| dl
=
1
Ti(Hi)
˛
Ci(Hi)
1
|rJ |2
dl
|rH|
=
4⇡2
T 3i (Hi)
˛
Ci(Hi)
1
|rH|3dl
⌦
b1i
↵
(i, Hi) =
1
Ti(Hi)
˛
Ci(Hi)
 H
|rH|dl
=
1
Ti(Hi)
d
dHi
˛
Ci(Hi)
|rH|dl
Note that in the computation of ha22i i, we have used the fact that in the action-angle co-
ordinates, we have the canonical relation |r✓||rJ | = 1 and 1|rJ | = 2⇡Ti(Hi) 1|rH| , and in the
computation of hb1i i, we have applied Proposition 3.3. Finally, by applying Facts 3.1 and 3.2,
we see immediately that ha12i i = hb2i i = 0. Putting all these computations together yields
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the averaged ADE (advection-diﬀusion equation with angle-averaged coeﬃcients):
ct + !i(Hi)c✓i = ✏ h i (i, Hi)c (3.3.1)
By applying Theorem 3.7, we can make two interesting observations. One the one hand, if
El is an extremum vertex corresponding to the extremum point (xl, yl), and  i ⇠ El, then
as Hi ! Hi(El), ˛
Ci(Hi)
|rH|dl ⇠ C (Hi  Hi(El))
˛
Ci(Hi)
 H
|rH|dl ! Tl H(xl, yl)
and therefore ⌦
a11i
↵
(i, Hi) ⇠ C (Hi  Hi(El))
⌦
b1i
↵
(i, Hi)!  H(xl, yl)
On the other hand, however, if Sk is a saddle vertex corresponding to the saddle point
(xk, yk), and  i ⇠ Sk, then as Hi ! Hi(Sk),
˛
Ci(Hi)
|rH|dl !
˛
Cki
|rH|dl =  ki > 0
and therefore ⌦
a11i
↵
(i, Hi) ⇠  ki
2⇡
!i(Hi)
⌦
b1i
↵
(i, Hi)!  H(xk, yk)
Furthermore, we have the following asymptotic estimate:
⌦
a22i
↵
(i, Hi) ⇠ C  (Hi  Hi(Sk)) ln3 |Hi  Hi(Sk)|  
We conclude this section by expressing the averaged equation (3.3.1) in a slightly more
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convenient form. We introduce the variables
pi =
hb1(i)i
ha11(i)i
=
d
dHi

log
˛
Ci(Hi)
|rH|dl
 
dyi = 2⇡e
  ´ pidHi
= 2⇡
✓˛
Ci(Hi)
|rH|dl
◆ 1
dHi
One of the benefits of introducing the variable yi is that we now have an additional means
to refer to the action coordinate. Since Ji(Hi) gives the area enclosed by Ci(Hi) over 2⇡, we
have
dJi =
1
2⇡ ha11i (i)e
´
pidHi
=
1
2⇡
✓˛
Ci(Hi)
1
|rH|dl
◆
dHi
Using the notation
 i =
dJi
dyi
=
1
!i
dhi
dyi
 i =
⌦
a22
↵
(i)
we may express the averaged coeﬃcients as
⌦
a11
↵
(i, Hi)
@2
@H2i
+
⌦
b1
↵
(i, Hi)
@
@Hi
=
@2
@Ji@yi
=
@
@Ji
✓
 i
@
@Ji
◆
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and the Laplacian operator as
h i (i, Hi) = @
2
@Ji@yi
+  (i, Hi)
@2
@✓2i
=
@
@Ji
✓
 i
@
@Ji
◆
+  i
@2
@✓2i
Notice that since
dyi
dHi
= 2⇡
✓˛
Ci(Hi)
|rH|dl
◆ 1
if Sk is a saddle vertex corresponding to the saddle point (xk, yk),  i ⇠ Sk, and Hi ! Hi(Sk),
then
y0i(Hi)!   1ki > 0
However, if El is an extremum vertex corresponding to the extremum point (xl, yl),  i ⇠ El
and Hi ! Hi(El), then
y0i(Hi)!1
We will refer to the former case as an “accessible” vertex and the latter case as an “inacces-
sible” vertex.
3.4 Well-Posedness
Let W be the space of functions consisting of all v 2 C(D¯), such that v|Di 2 C2(Di) and
that the derivatives ddHi hvi (i, Hi) satisfy the gluing condition
lim
H!H(Sk)
X
i:Ii⇠Sk
(±⌘ki) d
dHi
hvi (i, Hi) = 0
Note that the plus sign is taken if Hi   Hi(Sk) on Ii and the minus sign is taken if Hi 
Hi(Sk) on Ii. Then by applying Proposition 3.3, we see that C1(D) ⇢ W . For v 2 W , we
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define the projection
(Pmv) (i, Hi, ✓i) = vˆ(i, Hi,m)e
im✓i
Then we have the following Fourier expansion in L2(D):
v(i, Hi, ✓i) =
1X
m= 1
Pmv(i, Hi, ✓i) =
1X
m= 1
vˆ(i, Hi,m)e
im✓i
Let the operator L✏,i,m be defined by
L✏,i,m = ✏
✓
@
@Ji
✓
 i
@
@Ji
◆
 m2 i
◆
+ im!i
Now it is easy to see that if v(t, i, Hi, ✓i) satisfies (3.3.1) paired with Dirichlet boundary
conditions if and only if for each i and m, the function vˆ(t, i, Hi,m) satisfies the equation
@tvˆ = L✏,i,mvˆ
By Theorem 3.7, we pair this equation with boundary conditions as follows:
1. If m 6= 0 and Ii ⇠ Sk, then we impose the condition vˆ(i, Hi(Sk),m) = 0.
2. If m = 0 and Ii ⇠ Sk, P0v(t, i, Hi) = hvi (t, i, Hi, 0) satisfies continuity at the saddle
point Sk as well as the gluing condition
lim
H!H(xk,yk)
X
i:Ii⇠Sk
(±⌘ki) vˆ(i, Hi(Sk), 0) = 0
3. If we are on the outer boundary, that is, if Ii ⇠ B, then we impose Dirichlet boundary
conditions for vˆ.
For the nonzero Fourier modes, the well-posedness of the Dirichlet problem is established
by standard theory. The operator L✏,i,m is sectorial and generates the semigroup e tL✏,i,m .
For the zero Fourier mode, we obtain an eﬀective-diﬀusion equation which, after rescaling,
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is given by
@
@t
v¯ =
@
@Ji
✓
 i
@
@Ji
◆
v¯ (3.4.1)
Friedlin and Wentzell [9-12] establish the well-posedness of this equation along with the
gluing condition.
Besides well-posedness, we can also establish an energy equality for the averaged advection-
diﬀusion equation. For v 2 W , we can introduce “diﬀusive” and “convective” projections of
the solution:
Pdv = P0v
Pcv(i, Hi, ✓i) =
X
m 6=0
Pmv(i, Hi, ✓i) =
X
n 6=0
vˆ(i, Hi,m)e
im✓i
This allows us to write v = Pdv+Pcv. By the orthogonality relation hPdv, PcviL2(D) = 0, we
have
kvk2L2(D) = kPdvk2L2(D) + kPcvk2L2(D)
Furthermore for Ii ⇠ Sk, the derivatives ddHiP0v(i, Hi(Sk)) satisfy the condition
lim
H!H(xk,yk)
X
i:Ii⇠Sk
(±⌘ki) d
dHi
P0v(i, Hi(Sk)) = 0
And therefore, we have
lim
H!H(xk,yk)
X
i:Ii⇠Sk
(±⌘ki)P0v(i, Hi(Sk)) d
dHi
P0v(i, Hi(Sk)) = 0
Finally, by Theorem 3.8, we have
lim
Hi!Hi(Sk)
Pcv(i, Hi, ✓i) = 0
If we multiply the averaged advection-diﬀusion equation by v, integrate by parts, and use
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the last two equalities along with the orthogonality, we obtain the energy equality
1
2
d
dt
kvk2L2(D) =  ✏
X
i
ˆ
Di
 
 i
     @v@Ji
    2 +  i      @v@✓i
    2
!
d✓idJi
We summarize the results of this section in the following theorem.
Theorem 3.9. The averaged advection-diﬀusion equation (3.3.1) is well posed on the space
W of functions v 2 C(D¯), such that v|Di 2 C2(Di) and that the derivatives ddHi hvi (i, Hi)
satisfy the gluing condition
lim
H!H(Sk)
X
i:Ii⇠Sk
(± ki) d
dHi
hvi (i, Hi) = 0
where the plus sign is taken if Hi   Hi(Sk) on Ii and the minus sign is taken if Hi  Hi(Sk)
on Ii. Moreover, the solution satisfies the energy equality
1
2
d
dt
kvk2L2(D) =  ✏
X
i
ˆ
Di
 
 i
     @v@Ji
    2 +  i      @v@✓i
    2
!
d✓idJi
3.5 Solving the ADE
Just as in the previous chapter, we quantize the equations of interest via the Fourier Trans-
form. Denoting the first nontrivial Fourier mode by f = cˆ(i, 1), we can express the quantized
advection-diﬀusion equation as
ft = ✏(( fJ)J    f) + i!f
and its hypoelliptic equivalent as
ft = ✏( fJ)J + i!f
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We can consider each section of the Reeb graph as an interval of the form [J , J+]. From
above, the endpoints J± could either be an inaccessible vertex (extremum vertex) or an
accessible vertex (saddle point or boundary vertex). If the former, then we impose no
boundary condition. However, if the latter occurs, we impose a Dirichlet condition at the
boundary, and for the saddle vertex, by Proposition 3.5, we assume the following asymptotic
behavior as J ! J±:
!(J) ⇠ c
±
1
| ln |y(J)  J±||
 (J) ⇠ c±2 | ln |y(J)  J±||
For notational convenience, let [J , J+] = [0, 1]. Furthermore, let both endpoints J  and
J+ correspond to saddle vertices, and therefore assume that ! has exactly one critical point
in the interval (0, 1) of order of vanishing j2. As before, we construct a Lyapunov functional
  which satisfies a diﬀerential inequality; however, we have to specify   in such a way so
that the eﬀects of !J at the endpoints can be dampened suﬃciently.
To that end, let j0 = 0 and j1 = j3 = 1     ⌘ ⇢ for some small   > 0 (⇢ 2 (0, 1)). Let
N = maxi ji , r = N+1N+3 , C0   1 (large enough) and ✏0 ⌧ 1 (small enough). As before, for
i = 0, 1, 2, 3, we let
↵i(y) = ai✏
2
ji+3 i(y)
 i(y) = bi✏
1 ji
ji+3 i(y)
 i(y) = ci✏
2ji
ji+3 i(y)
and require 0 < ai ⌧ 1, 0 < bi ⌧ 1, 0 < ci ⌧ 1 and b2i  14C0aici. However, unlike
before, we will have to modify the partition of unity. Let ⇢˜(z) = z4| ln6 |h(z)|| for z > 0 and
⇢˜(z) = 0 for z  0. Furthermore, let  ˜(z) = ⇢˜(z)(⇢˜(z)+⇢˜(1 z)) . For   > 0, let  ˜1(J) =  ˜
 
J
 
 
and
 ˜3(J) =  ˜
⇣
(1 J)
 
⌘
. For the even indices i we let ↵˜i = ↵i ,  ˜i =  i and  ˜i =  i. For the odd
indices i we let ↵˜i(J) =  ˜i(J)↵i(J),  ˜i(J) =  ˜i(J) i(J) and  ˜i(J) =  ˜i(J) i(J). Finally we
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have
↵ =
3X
i=0
e↵i
  =
3X
i=0
e i
  =
3X
i=0
e i
Given these definitions, we introduce the Lyapunov functional
 (t) = kfk2 +
   p↵ fJ   2   2Re hi  !Jf, fJi+    p  !Jf   2
3.6 Basic Estimates for  
Provided we impose the basic pointwise estimate
 2
↵
 1
8
 
we can apply the Cauchy-Schwarz and Young inequalities to estimate the inner product
term. More precisely, we have
2Re hi  !Jf, fJi  2
      p↵p !Jf
        p↵ fJ   
 1
2
   p↵ fJ   2 + 4       p↵p !Jf
    2
 1
2
   p↵ fJ   2 + 1
2
   p  !Jf   2
Therefore it follows that
kfk2 + 1
2
   p↵ fJ   2 + 1
2
   p  !Jf   2   (t)  kfk2 + 3
2
   p↵ fJ   2 + 3
2
   p  !Jf   2
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3.7 Diﬀerential Inequality for  
To obtain the diﬀerential inequality for the Lyapunov functional, we begin by diﬀerentiating
each term of the functional. To begin, multiplication of the Schrödinger equation in L2(dJ)
by f and integration by parts give
1
2
d
dt
kfk2 =  ✏
   p fJ   2
For the remaining terms, we make use of the equation
fJt = ✏( fJ)JJ + i!Jf + i!fJ
which follows from diﬀerentiating the hypoelliptic equation with respect to J .
For the term in   involving ↵, we multiply by ↵ fJ in L2(dJ) and integrate by parts to
obtain
1
2
d
dt
   p↵ fJ   2 = Re hftJ ,↵ fJi
=  ✏   p↵( fJ)J  2   ✏Re h↵0( fJ)J , fJi+ Re hi↵ !Jf, fJi
By the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality and Young’s inequality, we have
1
2
d
dt
   p↵ fJ   2    ✏
2
  p↵( fJ)J  2 + C0✏      ↵0p↵ fJ
    2 + Re hi↵ !J , fJi
For the term involving  , we diﬀerentiate and integrate by parts. After application of
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the Cauchy-Schwarz and Young inequalities, we obtain
d
dt
[ Re hi !Jf, fJi] =  ✏ (2Re hi !J( fJ)J , fJi+ Re hi(  !J)JJf, fJi) 
   p  !Jf   2
 ✏
4
⇣  p↵( fJ)J  2 + kp !J fJk2⌘
  ✏Re hi(  !J)JJf, fJi  
   p  !Jf   2
Finally for the term involving  , we multiply in L2(dJ) and integrate by parts to get
1
2
d
dt
   p  !Jf    2 =  ✏ kp !J fJk2   ✏Re ⌦( !2J )Jf, fJ↵
After estimating with the Cauchy-Schwarz and Young inequalities, we arrive at
1
2
d
dt
   p  !Jf    2    ✏
4
kp !J fJk2 + C0✏
 
kp  (!JJ +  J!J) fk2 +
      0p  !Jf
    2
!
3.8 The Spectral Gap Inequality
In order to obtain estimates on the technical terms above, we modify the spectral gap
inequality from Chapter 2 using the following Lemma:
Lemma 3.10. Let ↵ > 0 and J ⌘ y| ln y|. Then
y2| ln y|   J2+↵
Proof. y2| ln y|   J2+↵ , y2| ln y|   y2+↵| ln y|2+↵ , 1   y↵| ln y|1+↵. However, we have
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lim
y!0
y↵| ln y|1+↵ = 0. Since
lim
y!0
| ln y|1+↵
y ↵
= lim
y!0
(1 + ↵)| ln y|↵ · 1y
↵y ↵ 1
= lim
y!0
1 + ↵
↵
|y ln y|↵
= 0
the result follows.
Using this Lemma, we can now rewrite the spectral gap estimates for each i = 0, 1, 2, 3.
For j0, we have
b
1
3
0 ✏
1
3
ˆ
f 20dJ  ✏
   p @Jf0   2 +    p  !Jf   2
For the critical point j2, we have
b
1
j2+1
0 ✏
j2+1
j2+3
ˆ
f 22dJ  ✏
   p @Jf2   2 +    p  !Jf   2
For the boundary point j1 we apply the spectral gap from chapter 2:
✏
⇢+4
⇢+8
ˆ
f 21dJ  ✏
ˆ
(@Jf1)
2 dJ +
ˆ
J2+⇢ 1f
2dJ
Applying Lemma 3.10, and setting ✏ = ✏b1 yields
b
4
⇢+8
1 ✏
⇢+4
⇢+8
ˆ
f 21  ✏
   p @Jf1   2 +     qe  !Jf    2
Similarly for the boundary point j3 we obtain
b
4
⇢+8
1 ✏
⇢+4
⇢+8
ˆ
f 23  ✏
   p @Jf3   2 +     qe  !Jf    2
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Summing each of the estimates gives a modified spectral gap inequality:
✏r kfk2  ✏
   p @Jf   2 +    p  !Jf   2
3.9 Technical Error Term Estimates
We now estimate the remaining terms we will need to control the derivative of the Lyapunov
functional.
Lemma 3.11.
✏ kp  (!JJ +  J!J) fk2  ✏
   p @Jf   2 +    p  !Jf   2
Proof. We treat the boundary point j1 by using the spectral gap inequality:
✏
   pe 1 (!JJ +  J!J) f1   2 ⇡ ✏c1✏  12 ˆ  1(J)f(J)dJ
= ✏c1✏
  12 ✏ 
↵+4
↵+8
✓
✏
↵+4
↵+8
ˆ
f1(J)dJ
◆
 ✏c1✏  3↵+162↵+16
✓
✏
   p @Jf1   2 +    p  !Jf1   2◆
By choosing ✏ and c1 small enough, we have
✏
   pe 1 (!JJ +  J!J) f1   2  ✏    p @Jf1   2 +    p  !Jf1   2
The result then follows by applying the same argument to j0, j2 and j3 and summing.
Lemma 3.12.
✏
   (  )J !JJp f   2  ✏    p fJ   2 +    p  !Jf   2
✏
   (  )JJ !Jp f   2  ✏    p fJ   2 +    p  !Jf   2
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✏
   (  )!JJJp f   2  ✏    p fJ   2 +    p  !Jf   2
Proof. For j1, we have
✏
   ⇣e 1 ⌘
J
!JJ
p
 f1
   2  ✏b1 ˆ f 21
= ✏
4
↵+8 b1
✓
✏
↵+4
↵+8
ˆ
f1(J)dJ
◆
 ✏ 4↵+8 b1
 
✏
   p @Jf1   2 +     qe 1 !Jf1    2
!
Taking ✏ and b1 suﬃciently small, we have
✏
   ⇣e 1 ⌘
J
!JJ
p
 f1
   2  ✏    p @Jf1   2 +     qe 1 !Jf1    2
Summing over the estimates for each ji yields the desired inequality. Since the other two
terms scale in the same way as the first, we obtain the remaining inequalities by the same
argument.
Lemma 3.13.
✏
      0p  !Jf
    2  ✏    p fJ   2 +    p  !Jf   2
Proof. For j1, we have
✏
      ˜01p ˜1 !Jf1
    2 ⇡ ✏c1✏  12 ˆ (f1)2dJ
 ✏  ↵2↵+16 c1
✓
✏
↵+4
↵+8
ˆ
f1(J)dJ
◆
 ✏  ↵2↵+16 c1
 
✏
   p @Jf1   2 +     qe 1 !Jf1    2
!
Choosing ✏ and c1 suﬃciently small and summing over ji yields the result.
Lemma 3.14.
✏
     ↵0p↵ @Jf
    2  ✏    p f   2 + kp  !J@Jfk2
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Proof. For j1, we apply the pointwise estimate near the boundary
y4 ln8 y  ln y + y2 ln2 y
to obtain
✏
     ↵˜01p↵˜1 @Jf1
    2  ✏    p f1   2 +    p ˜1 !J@Jf1   2
Applying a similar pointwise bound at the other points and summing yields the desired
inequality.
3.10 An Estimate for d dt
Putting the derivative terms of   together, we obtain the estimate
1
2
d 
dt
  ✏
   p fJ   2   ✏
2
  p↵( fJ)J  2 + C0✏      ↵0p↵ fJ
    2 + Re hi↵ !Jf, fJi
  ✏
4
kp !J fJk2 + C0✏
 
kp  (!JJ +  J!J) fk2 +
      0p  !Jf
    2
!
  ✏Re hi(  !J)JJf, fJi  
   p  !Jf   2
Applying the Cauchy-Schwarz and Triangle inequalities to the penultimate term and then
applying the technical error estimates, we get
1
2
d 
dt
   ✏
4
  p↵( fJ)J  2   ✏
4
kp !J fJk2
  1
4
✓
✏
   p fJ   2 +    p  !Jf   2◆+ Re hi↵ !Jf, fJi
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Therefore, we have
1
2
d 
dt
  1
4
✓
✏
   p fJ   2 +    p  !Jf   2◆
+ Re
D
i(↵  A✏r )
p
 !Jf,
p
 fJ
E
+ A✏rRe hi  !Jf, fJi
By the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality and Young’s inequality, we obtain
1
2
d 
dt
   ✏
8
   p fJ   2   1
4
   p  !Jf   2 + 8
✏
   p↵ !Jf   2 + A✏rRe hi  !Jf, fJi
As before, we impose the estimate ↵(y)2  ✏64 (y) which follows as long as a2i  164bi. Setting
B = mini
h
bi
ci
i
, by the definitions of ↵,   and   we have
✏r↵(y)  ✏
✏rB (y)   (y)
Finally, by the final spectral gap inequality, we obtain for some 0 < c⌧ 1 independent of ✏,
1
2
d
dt
   c✏r kfk2   ✏
r
16
   p↵ fJ   2   B✏r
16
   p  !Jf   2 + A✏rRe hi  !Jf, fJi
We summarize this final decay estimate in the following Theorem:
Theorem 3.15. Fix constants ai, bi and ci satisfying
ci ⌧ b
ji
ji+1
i
a2i ⌧ bi
b2i  aici
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Then there exists a C > 0 such that
 (t)   (0) exp ( C✏rt) , t   0
where r = N+1N+3 2 (0, 1).
3.11 Semigroup Decay Estimate
To obtain an estimate for the semigroup, we use the operator L✏ =  ✏ ( fJ)J + i!. After
integration by parts, the numerical range is given by
hL✏f, fi = ✏
   p fJ   2 + i h!f, fi
Using Poincaré’s inequality with Dirichlet boundary conditions, we obtain the following
estimates for the real and imaginary parts of the numerical range respectively:
✏
   p fJ   2   ✏ kfk2
|h!f, fi|  k!kL1 kfk2
Thus we can see that that the numerical range is contained in the sector of the right hand
plane whose angle of inclination above the real axis is   and which satisfies
tan    k!k 1L1 ✏
As before, we can apply Gallagher’s Lemma along with the same bounds. Thus we arrive at
the following result.
Theorem 3.16. Let N be the maximal order of vanishing of !0 and r = N+1N+3 . Then there
exist constants 0 < ⇢ ⌧ 1, 0 <  ⌧ 1 and M > 0 independent of ✏ such that for every
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0 < ✏ < ,   e L✏t  
L2!L2 Me ⇢ ˜✏t, t   0
where
 ˜✏ =
 ✏
(1 + log(✏ 1))2
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Chapter 4
A Convergence Theorem
We finally wish to show that for small values of ✏, the solutions of the advection-diﬀusion
equation converge to the solutions of the eﬀective diﬀusion equation (3.4.1). We begin by
defining the operator
B(i, Hi, ✓i) = 1
✏
(L✏   hL✏i)
= (A(i, Hi, ✓i)  hAi (i, Hi)) : r2 + (b(i, Hi, ✓i)  hbi (i, Hi)) ·r
Let c(✏) be the solution of the advection-diﬀusion equation
@tc+ !i(Hi)c✓i = ✏ (i,Hi,✓i)c (4.0.1)
and v(✏) be the solution of the averaged advection-diﬀusion equation
@tv + !i(Hi)v✓i = ✏ h i(i,Hi) v (4.0.2)
Furthermore, consider the non-homogeneous advection-diﬀusion equation
@tu+ !i(Hi)u✓i = ✏ (i,Hi,✓i)u+ B(i, Hi, ✓i)v(✏)(t) (4.0.3)
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If c(✏) = v(✏) + ✏u(✏), then u(✏) must satisfy the last non-homogeneous equation.
Assume c(✏) takes the form of the sum above and v(✏) and u(✏) solve the problems (4.0.2)
and (4.0.3) with Dirichlet boundary conditions and v(✏)(0) = v0 and u(✏)(0) = 0 respectively.
By virtue of the fact that v0 = P0v0, we have v(✏)(t) = v¯(✏t) for v¯ the solution of problem
(3.4.1). Furthermore, since the forcing term in (4.0.3) is mean free in the angle coordinate,
we can take f (✏)(t) = P1f (✏)(t) for convenience where f (✏)(t, y, ✓) = B(y, ✓)v¯(✏t).
Let v(✏) and z(✏) be such that u(✏) = v(✏) + ✏z(✏). Then u(✏), v(✏) and z(✏) each satisfy
ut = L✏u+ f (✏)
vt = hL✏i v+ f (✏)
z(✏) = L✏z+ B(y, ✓)v(✏)(t)
along with the conditions u(✏)(0) = v(✏)(0) = z(✏)(0) = 0. Note that for v(✏), we may write
vt = L✏,1v+ f (✏).
To bound v(✏) and z(✏), we use the Fourier transform to write Duhamel’s formula for each
function:
v(✏)(t) =
ˆ t
0
e (t s)L✏,1f (✏)(s)ds
z(✏)(t) =
ˆ t
0
e (t s)L✏Bv(✏)(s)ds
Applying the L2 norm to v(✏)(t) yields
  v(✏)(t)  
L2

ˆ t
0
  e (t s)L✏,1f (✏)(s)  
L2
ds

ˆ t
0
e ⇢ ˜✏(t s)
  f (✏)(s)  
L2
ds
. kv0kH2
ˆ t
0
e ⇢ ˜✏(t s)ds
. kv0kH2
⇢ ˜✏
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where we have used Theorems 2.15 and 3.16 in the second line.
Applying the L2 norm to z(✏)(t) yields
  z(✏)(t)  
L2

ˆ t
0
  Bv(✏)(s)  
L2
ds
.
ˆ t
0
ˆ s
0
  e (s  )L✏,1f (✏)( )  
H2
d ds
=
ˆ t
0
ˆ t
 
e 
1
2⇢ ✏(s  )
   e 12⇢ ✏(s  )e (s  )L✏,1f (✏)( )   
H2
dsd 

ˆ t
0
   e 12⇢ ✏(s  )e (s  )L✏,1f (✏)( )   
L2( ,t;H2)
·
✓ˆ t
 
e ⇢ ✏(s  )ds
◆ 1
2
d 
. ✏  56  NN+3
ˆ t
0
  f (✏)( )  
H1
·
✓
1  e ⇢ ✏(t  )
⇢ ✏
◆ 1
2
d 
. ✏  56+ 1N+3  32 rt kv0kH3
Note that in the fourth line, we have applied the remark following Theorem 2.15.
Putting the two bounds together gives the following estimate:
  c(✏)   v(✏)  
L2
= ✏
  u(✏)  
L2
 ✏   v(✏)  
L2
+ ✏2
  z(✏)  
L2
. kv0kH2
⇣
✏1 r + ✏
7
6+
1
N+3  32 r
⌘
We summarize the result in the following Theorem.
Theorem 4.1. Let N be the maximal order of vanishing of !0 and r = N+1N+3 . Moreover, let
0 < r1 <
7
6+
1
N+3  32r and T✏ ⌧ ✏ r1 as ✏! 0. Then for an initial datum v0 2 C1 ([y , y+]),
lim
✏!0
  c(✏)(T✏)  v¯(✏T✏)  L2 = 0
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